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3Town Officers for 1939
TREASURER - Norbert C. Benoit
CLERK - Clare P. Boyer
SELECTMEN
Hervey L. Desmarais Wesley K. Cole
Valmore P. Tetreault
PUBLIC WELFARE
Marie E. Lariviere 1940
Ovide Desrosiers 1941
Hennas Lippe 1942
Herbert H. Michon - Supervisor
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
George W. Laughnane, Chairman
Hermas Lippe, clerk
Marie Lariviere H. H. Michon, Supervisor
ASSESSORS
Joseph Metras - 1940 Philias X. Casavant -
Joseph T. Gervais - 1942
1941
4'
BOARD OF HEALTH
Armand 0. DeGrenier, D.M.D. 1940
Hervey L. Desmarais, D.D.S. 1941
William E. Langevin, M.D. 1942
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONERS
Cyril Peloquin - 1940 Raymond Benoit - 1941
George Lafleche - 1942
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Hector M. LeClair - 1940 Edmond A. Ryan - 1940
Kestor Pontbriand - 1941 George E. Boyer - 1941
Arthur Gaumond - 1942 Joseph S. Normandin - 1942
LIBRARY TRUSTEES for the Town
Edward E. LeClair - 1940 Robert Montague - 1940
Seaver M. Rice - 1941 Oswald J. Laliberte - 1941
For the Fund
Mrs. Hamilton K. Smith George B. Wella
Richard C. Paige
CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
Daniel T. Morrill - 1940 Seaver M. Rice - 1941
Wardwell M. Edwards - 1942
Ulric Brault
CONSTABLES
Bernard E. Richard
Joseph Paquir
TAX COLLECTOR - Mederic Duhamel
PLANNING BOARD
John Barnett Alfred Beaulieu Oswald Laliberte
M. C. Edgar Paquette George S. Tasse
SEWER COMMISSIONERS
George Lafleche - 1940 Bernard A. Allard - l^fi
Pierre Benoit - 1942
PARK COMMISSIONERS
George Silk - 1940 Walter S. Blair - 1941
Hector M. LeClair - 1942
MODERATOR - Rosario S. Normandin - 1940
TREE WARDEN - Wilbur Wilson - 1940
6CO^DIISSIONEES TRUST FUNDS
Ubald A. Lariviere - 1940 Ovila A. Proulx - 1941
Ra>Tnond Varin - 1942
APPOINTED OFFICERS
TOWN ACCOUNTANT - Joseph E. Desrosier - 1942
TOWN COL^N'SEL - Rosario S. Normandin
TOWN ENGINEER - John G. Clarke
SUPT. OF SCHOOLS - Channing H. Greene
CARE of TOWN CLOCK - Frederick J. Locke
GAME WARDEN - Alfred Lariviere
POUND KEEPER - Joseph Payant
7KEEPER of LOCKUP
Ulric Brault Ovide Desrosiers, Jr.
JANITOR of TOWN BUILDING - Oliver Proulx
ANIMAL INSPECTOR - Joseph A. Chagnon ^
BUILMNG INSPECTOR - Armand DeAngelia
SEALER of WEIGHTS & MEASURES
G. Rudolphe Lariviere
INSPECTOR of WIRES - Emery A. Lavallee
WORLD WAR MEMORIAL TRUSTEES
Arthur A. Allard, Chairman Edward L. Chapin, Sec^
Joseph E. Ducheneau James C. Murphy
Hervey L. Desmarais
REGISTRARS of VOTERS
Joseph L, Berthiaume - 1940
John J. O'Shaughnessy - 1941
Samuel D. Perry - 1942 Clare P. Boyer - Clerk
8MOTH SUPERINTENDENT - Wilbur Wilson
FIRE DEPARTIVIENT
Joseph E. Ducheneau, Chief - Retired
Oswald Meunier, Chief, appointed July 1, 1939
George W. Laughnane, Deputy Chief
Henry Lavoie, Asst. Deputy Chief
James C. Sangren, Supt. of Fire Alarm.
FIRE WARDEN
Joseph E. Ducheneau, Retired
Oswald Meunier, Appointed July 1, 1939
DEPUTIES
Arthur Caouette Albert Serv^ant Edmond Bellerose- a
Joseph Mandeville Henry Lavoie *
Dan Daniels Thomas Burke Romeo Lippe
FENCE VIEWERS
Arthur A. Allard J. E. Johnson^
MEASURERS of WOOD and BARK
Thomas Hughes John J. Hogan George A. Alley
Ralph McKinstry Raymond McKinstry
Royce Fitzpatrick
9FIELD DRIVERS
Alfred E. Lariviere Ulric Brault Ovila Martin
UNIFORMED POLICE
Ulric Brault, Chief
Joseph Paquin Albert Lamarine Ovila Martin
Joseph Morin Arthur L. Murphy John M. Beaudry
B James B. Laughnane Jr. John Lango Carl Corriveau
^Arcade Grenier Arthur E. Lariviere Arthur BouthDlier
jjp Ernest J. Fierro Sylvio Bachand
SOLDIERS BURIAL OFFICERS
Franklin C. Monroe George Egan Charles E. Hart
PUBLIC WEIGHERS
George A. Alley Thomas Hughes Irene Hughes
Basile J. Proulx Jr. Wardwell M. Edwards
Jacob Edwards Raymond McKinstry Herman Staves
Ralph McKinstry Mafalda Comstock
Elwin G. Patterson Royce Fitzpatrick Beatrice Homicz
ATTENDANCE OFFICER - Emery Lavallee
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FINANCE COMMITTEE
Elmer Schumacher - 1940 John T. Kennedy - 1940
Myron B. Clemence - 1940 Walter G. Buckley - 1940
John J. Dragon Jr. - 1940 Ira Mosher - 1941
Gedeon Gregoire - 1941
Renaldo Guilmette - 1941 - Deceased
Hector LeClair Jr. - 1941 - To finish term
Arthur E. Proulx - 1941 Paul G. Beauregard - 1941
Frank H. Diorio - 1942 Daniel P. Bernheim - 1942
Emil J. Martin - 1942 Arthur F. Smith - 1942
Maurice Taylor - 1942
JNSPMnX^R OF PETROLEUIVI - G. Rudolphe Lariviere
JX>G OFFICER - Arthur L. Bouthillier
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JURY LIST FOR 1939-1940
Allard, Alphonse A.—^Merchant
Allard, Roland A. J.—Millhand
Allard, Ernest G.—Clerk
A^ard, Charles—Specmaker
Arpin, Armand—Laborer
Arpin, Rosario C.—Optical Worker
Bachand, Arthur N.—Solderer
Bamett, John—Machinist
Belanger, Alpherie—Specmaker
Benoit, Levis H.—Diemaker
Benson, Arthur J.—Specmaker
Bertrand, Urban G.—Inspector
Bibeau, Rodolphe—Clerk
Blais, Clarence A.—Trucking
Blair, Elmer L.—Clerk
Boiteau, Antoine—A. W. Co.
Bonnette, Romeo E.—Painter
Brault, Joseph—Specmaker
Bonin, Arthur—Optical Worker
Bouchard, Joseph—Laborer
Boucher, Raymond—Optical Worker
44 Pine St.
371 Hamilton St.
83 Elm St.
157 Elm St.
116 Plympton St.
20 Lens St.
39 School St.
327 Hamilton St.
27 Worcester St.
862 Lebanon Hill'
29 Sayles St.
477 Hamilton St.
53 Worcester St.
16 Charlton St.
281 N. Woodstock Rd.
71 Sayles St.
86 Coombs St.
162 Charlton St.
207 Hamilton St.
13 Eastford Rd.
127 Everett St.
Boulanger, Alfred J.—Optical Worker 152 Mill St.
Branniff , Nicholas F. Jr.—Worcester T & G 24 Stur. Rd.
Brennan, Richard T.—Specmaker 21 Oakes Ave.
Busfield, Sugden—Retired 88 Glover St.
Cabana, Arthur—Specmaker 10 Oakes Ave,
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Caron, Rudolphe—Helper
Carpentier, Willianii—Laborer
Chapdelaine, Hector—Specmaker
Chicoine, Peter—Specmaker
Clemence, George H.—Foreman
Coderre, Henry F.—Clerk
Colquhoun, Archie—Chauffeur
Cormack, George—Retired
Craig, Daniel—Specmaker
Cieri, Emo—A. 0. Co .
61 Plympton St.
228 Hamilton St.
197 Worcester St.
24 Henry St.
Clemence Hill;
560 South St..
105 Hamilton St..
16 Oak Ridge Ave..
421 Main St.
38 Lens St.
Dauphinais, Adelard—Cement Finisher 199 Charlton St.
Davis, Stephen—Unemployed
Delmore, Nuncio—Specmaker
Desaulniers, Leo—^Specmaker
Dufault, Joseph—Specmaker
Dulmaine, Walter—Retired
Dupaul, Leon—^Specmaker
Duclos, Adelard—Specmaker
Duffy, Francis E.—^Foreman
Ethier, WiUiam—Retired
Eno, Arthur J.—Electrician
Earls, William J.—Retired
Farland, Ernest A.—Moulder
Flood, Henry F.—Clerk
Garceau, Fulgence—Painter
Farland, J. Alfred—Painter
Garceau, Wilfred—Waiter
50 Sturbridge Rd.
133 Morris St.
Lebanon Hill
156 Mechanic St..
88 Pine St.
250 Marcy St.
52 Main St.
148 Hamilton St.
102 Mechanic St.
76 Pine St
402 Main St.
15 Chestnut St.
300 Hamilton St.
107 South St.
372 Hamilton St.
14 Worcester St.
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'Gaumond, Armand—Truckman
Gaumond, Edmund A.—Mechanic
vGaumond, Eugel—Retired
G^nereux, Louis W.—Steamfitter
Gladu, Charles H.—Optical Worker
Graf, Peter—Specmaker
Greely, Joseph—Driver
Gregoire, Joseph F.—Clerk
Grenke, Louis—Specmaker
Grenier, William—^Truck Driver
Guilmette, George 0.—^Specmaker
Gamache, George A.—R. H. Co.
Gaudette, Noe J.—Shipping Clerk
Galipeau, Eugene—Inspector
Hebert, Leo—Specmaker
Hill, Emerson H.—-Engineer
Holton, Prank IB.—Clerk
Houde, Harmel E.—Clerk
Julian, Edmund—Mail Carrier
Jones, Leonard W.—Foreman
Kathan, Alden L.—Clerk
Keyes, Archie—Salesman
Labelle, Louis J.—Alley Owner
Lafleche, Albert K—A. 0. Co.
Laliberte, Arthur J.—Foreman
Laliberte, Oliver—Clerk
Langevin, Archie—Optical Worker
711 Main St.
110 Mill St.
16 Gardner St.
206 Main St.
91 Coombs St.
38 Golf St.
47 Glover St.
22 Curtis St.
9 Rose St.
25 Chestnut St-
9 Henry St.
105 North St.
36 School St.
47 Water St.
48 Fiske St.
472 South St.
67 Coombs St.
11 Columbia St.
249 Marcy St.
10 Lens St.
367 Hamilton St.
116 Dresser St.
12 Crescent St.
13 Brochu St.
329 Worcester St.
67 River St
9 Henry St.
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Lapane, Edward—O'ptical Worker
Lariviere, Joseph E.—^Janitor
Lariviere, Ulbald A.—S. F. Co.
Lavallee, Adelard—Millhand
Lucier, Theodore E.—Agent
Lamoureux, Napoleon—Specmaker
Lamontagne, Hnery—Laborer
Lamontagne, Alfred—Millhand
Lataille, Frank—Machine Oper.
Lataille, Joseph G.—Agent
Leblanc, Leon L.—Unemployed
Lemire, Napoleon—Specmaker
LeBoeuf, Roland—Optical Worker
Lepage, Adelard—Patternmaker
Libera, Joseph—Maintenance
Lippe, Clement—^Specmaker
Locke, Fred J.—Janitor
Loiselle, Joseph A.—Retired
Loranger, John—Insurance Agent
Lynch, Charles A.—Specmaker
LeBlanc, Edgar—Moulder
Lusignan, William J.—^^Sub-Foreman
Lamoureux, Arthur E.—Asst. Registrar
Landry, Victor—A. 0. Co.
Maloney, Michael P.—Specmaker
Metras, Paul E.—Machine Oper.
Meunier, Roland A.—^Engineer
Mitchell, Irving E.—Clerk
13 Ballard Ct.
38 Hamilton St..
165 Mechanic St.
75 Crystal St.
Brookside
406 Main St.
9 Rose St.
592 Main St.
284 Mechanic St.
21 Marcy St.
364 Hamilton St.
Guelph Wood Rd.
94 E. Main St.
122 Litchfield St.
9 Ballard Ct.
711 Main St.
593 Main St.
69 Plympton St.
6V2 Twinehurst
24 School St.
187 Elm St.
392 Worcester St.
167 High St.
5 Bowlen Ave.
50 Elm St.
269 Mechanic St.
644 Lebanon Hill
47 Oliver St.
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Monnette, Mose—Clerk
Moore, Joseph R.—Laborer
Moriarty, Timothy J.—Millhand
Morand, Napoleon—Specmaker
Mathieu, Isaac N.—^Canvasser
Nichols, Thomas J.—Press Worker
Normandin, Sylvio J.—Clerk
Noyes, Gordon—Retired
50 Coombs St.
680 Lebanon Hill
150 Pleasant St.
276 Mechanic St.
50 Coombs St.
33 Fiske St.
14 Dresser St.
15 Edwards St.
O'Shaug-hnessey, John J.—Real Estate 164 Hamilton St.
Poirier, Joseph J.—A. W. Co.
Peloquin, Aime—^Clerk
Peloquin, Felix—Specmaker
Peloquin, Phillip—Painter
Plympton, Ellsworth—Clerk
Plouffe, George E.—Specmaker
Pontbriand, Nestor—Clerk
Pratt, Walter W.—Farmer
Prendergast, James—Retired
Proulx, Albert E.—A. 0. Co.
Proulx, Charles F.—Carpenter
Proulx, Joseph D.—^^Clerk
Paul, Wilfred—Truck Driver
Paquette, Walter—A. 0. Co.
Page, Ernest P.—Truck Driver
Paul, Armand—Clerk
Rapaneault, Romeo—Millworker
Rossi, Phillip—Salesman
Riopel, Wilfred—Foreman
41 West St.
67 Charlton St.
27 Coombs St.
210 Everett St.
215 Eastford Rd.
135 Marcy St.
12 Cohasse St.
873 N. Woodstock Rd.
52 Pleasant St.
1038 Main St.
81 Wall St.
46 South St.
45 Union St.
Brickyard Rd.
429 Hamilton St.
107 Marcy St.
25 River St.
47 Green Ave.
31 Hamilton St.
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Santo, Dominic—Specmaker
Silk, George W.—Clerk
Shea, William T.—A. 0. Co.
St. Germaine, John B.—^Salesman
St. Germaine, Joseph—A. W. Co.
St. Martin, Arsene—Printer
St. Martin, Joseph—A. 0. C.
Shea, William J.—Unemployed
St. Pierre, Rodolphe—Press Operator
Talbot, Ernest—Unemployed
Tallis, Patrick—Specmaker
Tetreault, Eugene—Timekeeper
Toomey, John F.—Clerk
Trahan, Ovila—Carpenter
Tremblay, Albert—^Chauffeur
Trudeau, Blaise—Jitneyman
Tully, Andrew F.—Agent
Tavernier, Omer J.—Unemployed
Whitehead, Benjamin—Steward
Zui, Thomas—Specmaker
138 Elm St.
723 Main St.
19 Clarke St.
6 Crane St.
120 Sayles St.
95 North St.
34 Worcester St.
19 Clarke St.
10 Rose St.
8 Morton Ct.
18 Henry St.
53 Fiske St.
26 North St.
16 Clarke St.
141 Marcy St.
35 Central St.
547 Main St.
10 Lens St.
125 High St.
46 Morris St.
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Report of Selectmen
Citizens of Southbridge:
The following is a brief report of the activities of
the Board of Selectmen for the past year:
We were still confronted with damages caused by
the hurricane of September, 1938.
To the satisfaction of the Board of Selectmen, Main
Street was repaired with Type 1 construction which is
a smooth, non-skid, noiseless pavement. $15,000.00 was
allotted to this project from Hurricane Emergency
Funds but the actual cost was $10,915.13 a saving of
$4,084.87. Mechanic Street was constructed with the
same kind of material as Main Street, partly under Chap-
ter 90 and partly under Chapter 2. An amount of $6,000
was transferred from the appropriation of Mechanic
"Street to Main Street which enabled us to pave a part of
Main Street from Everett Street toward Mechanic
Street, and the Board of Selectmen are recommending
that this street be completed to East Main Street which
will necessitate a widening of said street.
After many years, the citizens finally approved an
appropriation for new offices and various repairs in the
Town Hall which were badly needed. Besides the of-
fices, we have constructed two large vaults on the main
floor, one used by the important department of Engin-
eers and one by the Town Accountant, and also have a
very large vault in the basement to be used by the va-
rious departments.
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Water drains were constructed on Dresser, Sayles-
and Summer Streets the projects correcting a very bad'
situation.
Through our efforts, we have reduced the tax rate
considerably through the two articles which the citizens
of this town voted upon, namely $80,000 that was not
raised by direct taxation this year.
We are pleased to announce that through the gen-
erosity of Mr. R. A. Laverdiere two beautiful trees were
donated to the Town which were turned over to the
Trustees of the Memorial Park.
Sewers were constructed on Oak Ridge Avenue,
Clark, Dupaul and Chestnut Streets, to take care of
houses that had no sewer facilities.
We came to the conclusion that the very needed:
project should be undertaken for the recreation of the
children of the Town. We believe this matter should be
given serious consideration.
The question of water hydrants took considerable
of our time during the past year. We are of the opinion
that water mains should be extended in various dis-
tricts so that it would encourage the building of prop-
erty in Southbridge, It is surprism.g to know how many
of our local citizens are building in the neighboring
towns, which means loss of revenue through taxation.
As in former years, our WPA projects have done
a great deal in building sewers and drains and clearing
the forests around Southbridge, and again we wish to
extend our appreciation and thanks to Mr. James W.
Meehan, Supervisor of Operations of Worcester County,,
and his entire staff.
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The Cole lot, which was damaged by the hurricane
of September, 1938, has netted us 467,000 feet of lum-
ber which is stacked in Oak Ridge cemetery. Up to the
present time, we have given to various departments
of the town, 75,000' feet of this lumber and are using
some on WPA projects at all times. This lumber was
milled at a net cost of $13.50 per thousand feet which
included the marking and stacking. We feel that this
will net us more than 100 percent profit on the project^
The permanent men of the Fire department were
compelled to sleep in one room and every Winter when-
ever one was ill the sickness seemed to spread through
the whole department, so the Board gave enough lum-
ber to the department to construct eight rooms on the
second floor of their headquarters on Elm Street. The
work is being done by the permanent men of the depart-
ment at no cost to the Town. We feel that this was a
situation that needed correction for a great many years^
We are in hopes that the citizens will allow an additional
appropriation to the Fire department to install three
or four shower baths. The members of the Fire depart-
ment, including the call men, total forty-six, so it can
readily be seen how bad the situation is, especially after
they return from a fire.
We wish to express our appreciation to the depart-
ment heads of the Town for their splendid cooperation
given the Board during the entire year, and we wish
to assure you that every member has worked in coop-
eration with one another, and cooperation means suc-
cess.
HERVEY L. DESMARAIS
WESLEY K. COLE
VALMORE P. TETREAULT
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Report of
FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
In accordance with the law and custom, 1 submit the
following report for the year ending December 31, 1939,
Giving names of members of the Fire Department,
values of properties under my supervision, number ot
fires we responded to, value of properties where loss oc-
curred, dates and locations of fires, also recommenda^
tions I deem necessary for the ensuing year.
The balance from last year's appropriation \«?as
$44.15.
I recommend an appropriation of $37,737.92,
We responded to 277 still alarms, and 27 bdl
alarms. Total alarms 304.
227 hydrants at $65.00 per year $14,755.00.
The detailed report and budget follows:
Value of buildings $312,100.0%
Loss on buildings 28,436,5€
Insurance on buildings 231,725.00
Insurance paid on buildings 23,935,86
Value of contents 115,825,00
Loss on contents 22,772,79
Insurance on contents 65,025.00
Insurance paid on contents 12,181.63
INVENTORY OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Two Fire Stations $ 75,000,00
Fire apparatus 35,000,00
Fire Department supplies 9,000.00
Gamewell fire alarm system 7,000.00
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ROSTER OF THE SOUTHBRIDGE FIRE
DEPAIRTMENT
CHIEF
Oswald J. Meunier
DEPUTY
George W. Laughnane
ASSISTAiNT DEPUTY CHIEF
Henry Lavoie
PERMANENT MEN
George Lamothe, House Captain Almanzar Martel
Dan Daniels, House Lieutenant George Jolie
Napoleon Donais Armand Dumas
Emil Caouette Ovila Donais
CALLMAN NO. 1
Michael Maloney, Captain
Hormidas Belanger, Lieutenant
Napoleon Fontaine
Victor Tavernier
Henry Desourdy
Dominic Santo
Hernias Lippe
Lionel Peloquin
Leopold Langlois
George Lavallee
Archie Langevin
Edward McNally
CALLMAN LADDER NO. 1
Leandre Coutu, Captain
Felix Lavallee, Lieutenant
Ovide Desrosiers
Isidore Lafleche
Eugene Blais
Napoleon Blais
Romeo Laroche
Arthur Caplette
Romeo Lippe
Normand Larochelle
CALLMAN HOSE
Adelard Lepage, Captain
Telesphore Leduc, Lieutenant
Isidore L'Heureux
Theodore Benoit
Albert Tremblay
NO. 2
Julius Duff
Ernest McDonald
Alva Gregoire
Eugene Gaumond
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SUPERINTENDENT OF FIRE ALARM
James C. Sandgren
•January 2—Still alarm at 7:45 A. M. Barn rear 111 Main
St., owned by Dr. R. Dresser. Caused by spontaneous
combustion. Insured.
January 19—Still alarm at 2:45 A. M. Dwelling at 27
Walcott St., owned by Joseph Benoit. Caused by spark;
from chimney. Insured.
January 26—Box 53 at 12:16 A. M. Tenements at 3 La-
pierre Ave., owned by Alfred Lapierre. Caused by hot
ashes on floor. Insured.
January 26—Box 36 at 10:42 P. M. Tenements at 6
Twinehurst Place, owned by American Optical Co.
Caused by spontaneous combustion. Insured.
February 7—Still alarm at 7:45 P. M. Hen house at
Eastford Rd., owned by Romeo Lippe. Caused by over-
heated stove. Insured.
February 23—Box 34 at 12:30 A. M. Rooming house at
24 Central St., owned by Mrs. Napoleon Gauthier.
Caused by defective chimney. Insured.
February 24—Still alarm at 7:43 A. M. Stores and of-
fices at 268 Main St., owned by J. J. O'Shaughnessey.
Caused by rubbish. Insured.
February 27—Box 34 at 11:33 P. M. Stores and offices
at 268 Main St., owned by J. J. O'Shaughnessey. Caus-
ed by defective wiring. Insured.
March 17—Box 64 at 2:28 A. M. Garage and dwelling at
rear of 27 Walcott St., owned by Joseph Benoit.
Caused by defective stove pipe. Insured.
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April 6—^Still alarm at 10:48 A. M. Dwelling at Lebanon'.
Hill owned by Arthur Pontbriand. Caused by defec-
tive chimney. Insured.
April 12—Box 37 at 11:44 A. M. Dwelling at 18 Frank-
lin Terrace owned by William Chester. Caused by oil
stove. Insured.
May 2—Still alarm at 4:03 P. M. Dwelling at 17 Brick
Row, owned by Ames Worsted Co. Caused by over-
heated chimney. Insured.
May 26—Still alarm at 6:58 P. M. Tenement at 60 Sayles
St., owned by Vincenzo Vacchia. Caused by careless
use of matches. Insured.
May 27—Box 46 at 2:33 P. M. Dwelling at 13 Dean St.,
owned by Morton Estate. Cause: Children playing
with matches. Insured.
June 8—Box 45 at 12:51 P. M. Stores and tenements at
173 Mechanic St., owned by R. Bobbins. Caused by
careless use of matches. Insured.
June 17—Box 25 at 7:39 A. M. Caused by careless
sm!oking. Insured.
June 23—Still alarm at 11:55 A. M. Tenements at 32
Randolph St., owned by Louis George and Philip
Thomas. Caused by gas heater explosion. Insured.
July 4—Box 34 at 8 :02 P. M. Rooming house at 28 Gen-
tral St., owned by Mrs. Napoleon Gauthier. Caused by
overheated stove pipe. Insured.
July 5—^Still alarm at 1 :28 P. M. Sand washer on Brick-
yard Rd., owned by Mederic Duhamel. Caused by fire
works. Not insured.
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July 6—Box 57 at 4 :00 P. M. Tenements at 172 Everett
St., owned by Adelard Gauthier. Caused by spontan-
eous combustion. Insured.
August 8—Still alarm at 12:10 P. M. Tenements at 471
South St., owned by Frank Olson. Caused by hot wa-
ter heater. Insured.
August 17—Still alarm at 2:50 A. M. Barn at Dennison
District owned by Henry Walker. Cause: Struck hy
lightning. Insured.
August 26—Still alarm at 8:45 P. M. Dw^elling at Break-
neck Rd., owned by Southbridge Water Supply Co.
Cause unknown. Partly insured.
October 25—Still alarm at 11:28 A. M. Tenements at 14»
Mill St., owned by Joseph St. George. Caused by s^n-
taneous combustion. Insured.
November 9—Box 49 at 3:14 P. M. Dwelling at 318 Wor-
cester St., owned by Lorenzo Degregorio. Caused by
defective stove pipe. Insured.
November 14—Box 52 at 7:55 P. M. Tenements at Ridge-
wood Heights, owned by McGrath and Morin. Caused
by spark to paint cans. Insured.
November 17—Box 45 at 2:43 P. M. Tenements at 17
Charlton St., owned by Elzear and Bertha Senecal,
Caused by sun ray. Insured.
November 25—Box 49 at 10:37 A. M. Tenements at 418
Worcester St., owned by Wladyslaw Kania. Caused by
flooded oil burner. Insured.
November 28—Box 52 at 9:29 P. M. Dwelling at 28T
Morris St., owned by Mrs. Mary Kozlowski. Caused by
,
spontaneous combustion. Insured.
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X)€cember 3—Still alarm at 5:40 P. M. Dwelling at 19
Moon St., owned by Anthony Galli. Caused by oil stove
explosion. Insured.
December 10—Still alarm at 12:42 P. M. Dwelling at 91
Everett St., owned by Edward Thimblin. Caused by
overheated heater. Insured.
Decemiber 10—Still alarm at 2:35 P. M. Tenements at
43 Worcester St., owned by Joseph Desrosiers. Cause:
Children playing with matches. Insured.
December 12—Still alarm at 11:05 A. M. Tenements at
79 Sayles St., owned by John Barnard. Caused by
flooded oil burner. Insured.
December 21—^Still alarm at 3:20 P. M. Tenements at
207 Hamilton St., owned by Mrs. Rosien Bonin. Caused
by spontaneous combustion. Insured.
December 24—Still alarm at 11:52 A. M. Baker shop at
54 Lens St., owned by Charles Thivierge. Caused by
hot air pipe. Insured.
December 27—Still alarm at 4:52 P. M. Dwelling at 120
Chapin St., owned by Richard Macallister. Cause:
Children playing with matches. Insured.
In closing my report for the year, I wish to thank
the citizens for their cooperation and the members of
the Fire Department for their loyalty to their work.
In conclusion the Chief, Oswald J. Meunier, on be-
half of the members of the Fire Department wishes to
thank the Board of Selectmen and the other town of-
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ficials for their courtesy and consideration of the De-
partment.
OSWAlLD J. MEUNIER,
Chief
GEORGE W. LAUGHNANE,
Deputy Chief and Clerk
For the Fire Department
Emile Caouette
Assistant Clerk
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KEPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE FIRE
DEPARTIVIENT
Permits to keep, store, and sell explosives and
maintain garages:
PERMITS
Range oil burners 4382
Power oil burners 480
Maintain garages 197
Fire works 17
Open air permits 61
High explosives 6
Remove empty gas tanks 12
INSPECTIONS
Hotels and boarding houses 14
Tenement houses 792
Garages 197
Range oil burners 4382
Power oil burners 480
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REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Forest Fire Department answered 11 alarms
for forest fires in 1939.
Last year appropriation was $200.00.
The balance from last year appropriation was $9.56.
Fire Warden's salary $200.00.
I recommend an appropriation of $425.00.
There were 61 permits for fires in the open.
I wish at this time to thank the people for their good
will and again ask their cooperation with this Depart-
ment to prevent forest fires in this vicinity.
Inventory of the Forest Fire Department
One forest fire pump with 2500 feet of hose . . $750.00
One ton and one half Ford truck 200.00
One Chevrolet truck 50.00
Thirty-six 21/2 gallon fire extinguishers 250.00
One five gallon can 1.50
Four ten gallon pumps 20.00
Three five gallon pumps 15.00
Two ten quart pails 1.50
Two shovels 2.00
Three pitch forks ' 3.00
Eive brooms 4.0Q
OSWALD J. MEUNIER
Forest Fire Warden
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REPORT OF THE AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT
In rendering my report for the past year, I wish to
state that there was an appropriation of $150.00 for
this department.
For the coming year, I recommend an appropria-
tion of $200.00.
The balance from last year's appropriation was
$29.45.
During the year the ambulance made the follow-
ing trips:
Southbridge ' 127
Worcester 32
Charlton 12
Sturbridge 12
Tewksbury 3
Boston 3
North Oxford
Fiskdale
Dudley
Brimfield
Barre
Framingham
Chelsea
Fall River
Inventory of the Ambulance Department
One Ford ambulance $1,100.00
One spare tire 10.00
One folding stretcher 20.00
One first aid kit 5.00
Six blankets 24.00
Fourteen sheets 10.00
Six pillow cases 3.00
Two .pillows 3.00
OSWALD J. MEUNIER
Chief of the Fire Department
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Report of
POLICE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen,
Southbridge, Mass.
Gentlemen
:
I hereby submit for your consideration my yearljr
report ending December 31, 1939.
CHIEF
Ulric Brault
REGULAR POLICE OFFICERS
Joseph Paquin Ernest J. Fierra
Ovila Martin Albert Lamarine
Joseph Morin John Lango Jr.
Arthur Murphy Arthur Bouthillier
Alfred E. Lariviere Arcade Grenier
John M. Beaudry Sylvio Bachand
TEMPORARY OFFICERS
Ovide Desrosiers George H. Fitts
Jacob Gouin Romeo Leboeuf
Arthur Nadeau Arthur Lariviere
JANITOR AND ASSISTANT LOCKUP KEEPER
Ovide A,. Desrosiers
Arrests made by the department during the year
ending December 31, 1939. Total arrests 597, males 583,
females 14. ,
S2
OFFENSES
Assaults 20
Abduction 1
Rape and attempt . 4 •
Breaking and entering 13
Larceny and attempt 31
Malicious mischief T
Receiving stolen goods 4
Trespass 2
Using a motor vehicle with authority 2
Abortion 1
Adultery 2
Violation of town by-laws 11
Delinquency 1
Disturbing the peace 7
Keeping unlicensed dog 1
Operating a motor vehicle as to endanger . . 6
Driving a motor vehicle under the
influence of liquor 21
Drunkenness 213
Violation of Fish & Game laws 4
Violation of the illegitimate child act ... 4
Violation of labor laws 2
Lewd & cohabitation 2
Violation of liquor laws 1
Violation of the lottery laws 1
Violation of motor vehicle laws 171
Neglect to provide & non-support 21
3S
Peddling without a license 10
Stubbornness 2
Vagrants 12
Carrying weapons without a license 2
Collecting junk without a license 6
Obscene literature 1
•Fugitive from justice 2
Violation of court oi'der 8
Escape from Industrial School 1
MISCELLANEOUS
Parking summons served 320
Goods stolen and recovered $3,597.00
X^I-oods stolen not recovered 1,932.05
Accidents investigated 98
Motor vehicle stolen and recovered 10
Doors and windows found unlocked 169
Motor vehicle licenses suspended 95
Lodging given to travelers 420
PROPERTY IN CHARGE OF THE POLICE DEPT.
Building and land $60,000.00
Furniture and equipment ....... 5,000.00
$65,000.00
For the co-operation received from your Honorable
Board and other town officials, I wish on behalf of my
officers and myself to express our appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
ULRIC BRAULT, Chief.
\
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Report ot
BOARD of HEALTH
To the Citizens of Southbridge:
Following the elections in the Spring the Board ci.
Health met and organized as follows: Dr. William EL
Langevin, chairman, Dr. Armand 0. DeGrenier, clerk,
and Dr. Hervey Desmarais as the third member.
Monthly regular meetings and three special meet-
ings were held in the course of the year.
At the first regular meeting three bids for collec-
tion of the garbage were received and opened. The con-
tract was awarded to Walter Krasowsky for a period
of three years, as the Board considered this plan to be
more economical to the municipality as well as better
suited to ensure more hygienic and efficient service to
the community.
Among other appointments made was that of Mr,
Joseph Chagnon to the office of Milk and Food Inspector
by the Board of Health as well as A*nimal Inspector by
the Board of Selectmen, in conformity with a recom-
mendation of the Finance Committee. The milk and ani-
mal inspection is directly under the supervision of the
State health officers and requires considerable field work
together with numerous detailed reports. In conformity
with recent State recommendations the Board hopes in
the near future to have full facilities for the testing of
milk in the community. This service would be greatly ap-
preciated by the local milk dealers and would also help
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to safeguard the health of the population by providing
a closer check on the quality of milk sold in this area.
Mr. Henry S. Aucoin was appointed meat and
siaughtering Inspector following approval by the State
Department of Public Health.
This year the Plumbing Inspector, Mr. Joseph
Cfiagnon, revised and compiled Rules and Regulations
on plumbing on the basis of the latest approved re-
quirements and practices. The unusually great number
#f homes constructed this year have kept the Inspector
axceptionally busy.
The Board in cooperation with the State Department
ijrf Public Health participated in a state-wide survey
aimed at discovering the type of mosquito responsible
ior a considerable number of deaths from equine en-
cephalo-myelitis. Nine areas in this community were de-
lected as favorable breeding places.
In the early Spring the Board, aware of the menace
to public health which might result from the accumula-
tion of debris following the hurricane of September 1938,
after obtaining the generous support of our local press,
Munched a community-wide campaign in the form of a
**cleian-up week". The Board is indebted to our municipal
said business officials for the unstinted support given
to the campaign. The results were most gratifying and
iuhe Board feels that the community cannot have helped
but to have derived decided beneficial results from the
work. The civic spirit of our citizens is heartily appre-
ciated and gives the Board assurance of the continuance
of the work from year to year.
By authority of the General Laws, and with the ap-
groval^ of the Stated Department of Public Health and of
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the Town Counsel, the Board has formulated Rules an4
Regulations for the public health of the town. These are
both practicable and reasonable and their observance
should contribute to healthier and happier living in this
community. The Board takes a pardonable pride in the
fact that the School department has deemed this work
worthy of being used as text books in its teaching of
Civics, requesting forty copies for that signalled
purpose.
The Board takes pleasure in noting the added fa-
cilities afforded in the carrying out of its work througfe
its extended quarters which the remodeling of tha
lower floor in the Town Hall has made possible. The
various clinics report an average of about eight hundred
school and pre-school children in attendance every year-
The Board at this time wishes to commend Miss
Marguerite Houle, its efficient Ageni and devoted Nurses
as well as thank the public of Southbridge for the co-
operation received by the Board in its endeavors to pro-
mote health and prevent disease.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM E. LANGEVIN, M. D.,
Chairmaa
Board of Health,
ARMAND 0. DEGRENIER, D. M. DL
HERVEY L. DESMARAIS, D. D. S.
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REPORT OF THE AIGENT OF THE
BOARD OF HiEAa.TH
To the Honorable Board of Health
Bear Sirs :
The various duties of the agent has made the work
mteresting and it has also been gratifying to note the
general good health of the community, during the year.
A certain number of nuisances have been inves-
tigated and recommendations made to assist those con-
cerned to abate same, in the most efficient manner.
Considerable time and effort has been spent in col-
lecting and arranging material for the publication of
i^ealth ''Rules and Regulations". These regulations in
Book form will assist the department in their endeavor
to promote sanitation and the prevention of disease.
The following diseases dangerous to the publics
health were recorded:
Lobar Pneumonia .... 24 Measles 6
Mumps 6 Cerebro-spinai meningi-
0ptbalmia neonatorum 1
Bogbite 11
Chicken Pox 16
Scarlet Fever 4
tis 1
Tuberculosis-Pulmonary 7
Tuberculosis
—
Other Forms 3
Whooping Cough 26
Total 105
^9
List of deaths in Town for which this office has is-
sued permits for burial.
DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
Acute dilation of heart 1
Angina Pectoris 2
Anemia Aplastic ..... 1
Anemia Pernicous 1
Arterio Sclerotic
gsingrene 1
Arterio Sclerosis
—
(generalized) 6
Arterio Sclerotic heart 1
Chronic Myocarditis . . 2
Coronary Embolism . . 1
Coronary Occlusion . . 2
Coronary Heart disease 1
Coronary Sclerosis ... 1
Coronary Thrombosis 6
Congenital Heart .... 1
Hypertensive heart
disease 1
Pulmonary Embolism 4
Myocardial Degeneration 2
Mitral regurgitation . . 1
Senescent heart disease 1
Valvular heart disease 1
DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
Cerebral Thrombosis . . . 1 Cerebral Hemorrhage . . 9
Cerebral Abscess 1
DISEASES OF THE
Adeno-carcinoma of
rectum
Cancer of colon .
.
.
Cancer of cecum .
Cancer of rectum .
Cancer of stomach
Cirrhosis of liver .
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Diabetes Mellitus 7
Gangerous perforated
appendix 2
Intestinal obstruction 1
Intestinal Influenza . . 1
Syphilis of liver 1
Ulcerative colitis 1
DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
Cancer of lungs 1 Pneumonia Broncho . . 5
Bronchial Asthma .... 1 Pneumonia Lobar .... 4
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 1 Pneumonia Hypostatic 1
Spontaneous Hemopneumothorax . . 1
40:
DISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
Adeno-carcinomia of Chronic Interstitial
left breast 1 Nephritis 3:
Colloid cancer of uterus li
Adeno-carcinoma of Cholelithiasis 1
^^^^^^ ^ Diverticulum of bladder 1
X)ancer of breast ..... 2 Uremia i
Nephropyosis . . 1.
ALL OTHERS^
Atrophic Arthritis ... 1 Prematurity 4
Cardio-renal vascular Purpura Hemorrhagica 1
disease 1
Septicemia 2
Still-born 13
Carcinomatosis 4
Degenerative Arthritis 1
Lymphosarcoma .... 1 Suicide 5
Premature separation of placenta with hemorrhage 1
SUDDEN DEATHS
PROBABLE CAUSE
Acute myocardial failure 1 Coronary Ssclerosis ... li
Arteriosclerotic heart 1 Coronary thrombosis . 1
Cerebral hemorrhage . 1 CoTonary occlusion ... 4
AK^CIDENTAL
Fracture of hip 1 Asphyxiation with
poisonoua gas 1
Fracture of pelvis .... 1 Asphyxiation by smoke 1
Cerebral Injuries ... 1
Total 144
Respectfully submitted,
MARGUERITE C HOULE, R.
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Report of ANNUAL PHYSICAL INSPECTION OF
THE ELEMENTARY PAROCHIAL
SCHOOL CHILDREN
To the Board of Hefalth
Southbridge, Mass.
Gentlemen,
The annual physical inspection of pupils in the
elementary grades covered a total of 1073 examina-
tions, distributed as follows:
St. Mary's School 145 pupils
Ste. Jeanne d'Arc School 344 pupils
Notre Dame School 584 pupils
Notices to parents for defects to be corrected were
as follows:
St. Mary's 46 notices
Ste. Jeanne d'Arc 120 notices
Notre Dame 200 notices
The apportionment of defects noted in our exam-
inations reads:
Carious teeth 423
Diseased tonsils .... 259
Disease of the ear . . 7
Scalp 37
Enlarged glands .... 11
Eyes 15
Skin 12
Heart 11
Posture 15
Feet 5
As evidence of the cooperation of the parents in re-
gard to notices sent them of defects demanding correc-
tion, it is noteworthy that 40 children, whose tonsils a
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year ago had been found to be defective, this year re-
ported to school with this defect remedied. Also of in-
terest is the fact that in most instances where some de-
fect was noted in Pre-^chool examinations such defects
were corrected at once before the child's entrance to
school.
No better proof of the benefits derived from the
Dental Clinics could be alleged than the generally
healthy condition of the permanent teeth of our school
children.
This report affords us the opportunity of making
public acknowledgement and of expressing our sincere
appreciation to the parishioners of Sacred Heart Parish
for their interest in the welfare of the children as evi-
denced by their setting aside and equipping special
quarters in the school building for the use of the Med-
ical Inspector and his Assistant. This has added in no
small measure to the pleasure of our work and we hope
to its efficiency as well.
To all the Sisters as well as to Miss Houle, our de-
voted and able Assistant, we express our thanks for
their kind help in the work of this department.
^ WILLIAM E. LANGEVIN, M. D.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH NURSE
To the Honorable Board of Health
Dear Sirs:
I hereby submit my report as Board of Health
Nurse for the year ending December 31, 1939.
Tuberculosis Clinics
—
The consultation clinic held the third Wednesday of
each month, in the Town Hall from one to three P. M.
has given the physicians in this area the facilities for
confirming diagnosis and checking contacts. Any person
with a request signed by their physician is admitted for
x-ray and examination. The result is sent to the attend-
ing physician. A hundred and eighty-six patients re-
ceived this service, representing eleven towns, and
twenty-one physicians. Six were admitted to state sana^-
toria. A general check-up of all reported cases of tuber-
culosis in the community was made to re-classify them.
After an x-ray, the apparently cured were placed in
closed files. In March Mrs. Ellen Almeida, the field clinic
nurse, from Westfield State Sanatorium, had four pa-
tients x-rayed in connection with Dr. Pope's study on
the Chadwick Clinics.
School Clinirs
—
The Board of Health and School department hold
clinics annually during the month of March for the de-
tection of tuberculosis among a group of pupils selected
as the most susceptible. The high school age received
special attention this year, because of the high morbidity
rate known to exist between the ages of fifteen and
twenty-five, also more cases of tuberculosis infections
are likely to be found in this group than in the lower
grades. The Mantoux test was used for the first time in
our schools, instead of the Von Pirquet, because the
Iresponse when positive is more definite- and more prompt
than in all other tests.
Mrs. Helen Upham, educational secretary, for the
Southern Worcester County Health Association, visited
all the parochial schools, and explained to the pupils the
procedure and value of these tests. Seventy-four percent
,
of the eligible group were tested. The results were classi- |
fied as follow^s : One hundred and seven pupils were given
the tests—thirty-two had a positive reaction,—three
recommended for re-examination in one year,—twelve
recommended for re-examination, in two years,—five
childhood type of tuberculosis, four of this group
recommended for re-examinaticn in two years—one,
recommended for re-examination in one year,—and one
suspicious case of childhood type of tuberculosis was
recommended for re-examination in one year.
Dental Clinics
—
School statistics reveal that the children are af-
flicted with decay of the permanent teeth to the extent
that six to eight of every ten have this physical defect-
Early dental repair is cheaper, more effective, less pain-
ful and should be routinely accomplished for each child.
With sixty-four chnics maintained by the Board of
Health during eight months of the y^ar, many children
received this service. Those who have had the necessary
dental work done, in so far as the clinic program will al-
low, received certificates.
Number of children who reported to clinic . . 488
Number of extractions 78.
Number of fillings 244
Number of cleanings 35S
Number of children who received certificates 253
Diphtheria Immunization Clinics
Toxoid is given in a series of three doses, three
weeks apart, by the Board of Health physician, and thel
Schick test six months later, to determine the exact
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number of negative cases. Each year we emphasize the
value and protection of this preventive measure for the
pre-school group (six months to six years) as the most
susceptible age. One hundred and fifty-eight were in-
oculated, which included forty-one pre-school children.
Pre-School Clinics
In the early Spring each year, these clinics are
scheduled to give parents an opportunity^ to have their
children examined and defects corrected, as far as pos-
sible, before they enter school. The Board of Health
physician and dentists in charge of this work interview
the parents and inform them concerning the numerous
services offered, by the local health department for child
welfare. Seventy-one children were examined, and de-
fects listed as follows—twenty-four enlarged or diseased
tonsils,—nine enlarged servical glands—one with a skin
eruption—one heart condition—one with poor posture
—
two had eye squints—twelve received dental certificates
and forty-eight parents signed permits to admit their
children to the Fall toxoid clinic.
Five girls were sent to the Sterling Health Camp for
a period of eight weeks. Selection of children was made
on the basis of exposure to tuberculosis. During the
summer they follow a carefully planned schedule, get-
ting the proper amount of rest, recreation, also a well
balanced diet. Each child gained weight—two gained
seven pounds each, one tliree and a half pounds, and the
remaining two,—one and a half pounds. The annual sale
of Christmas seals maintains tTie camp, and pays for the
services of a nurse to assist at the monthly tuberculosis
clinic.
One thousaTid and seventy-three cTiildren in the
elementary grades of the parochial schools, were exam-
ined by the school inspector, assisted by the nurse. Sev-
eral were found with the same defects recorded year
after year, however on the whole parents co-operate,
and have defects corrected as soon
as possible. Ux)on investigation, in many eases, we find
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lack of finances the real reason for the apparent indif-
ference to the doctor's recommendations. Fortunately we
have several organizations, who are always willing* to
assist in the correction of defects, and have been most
generous, whenever called upon for aid. The recipients
have been most grateful.
Communicable diseases reported to the Board of
Health were quarantined and placarded, according to
local requirements. The family received instructions con-
cerning precautions necessary to prevent the spread of
disease.
At this time I wish to thank all organizations and
individuals who have co-operated and assisted in any
way.
Respectfully submitted,
MARGUERITE C. HOULE, R.
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REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR OF PLUMBING
To the Honorable Board of Health
Gentlemen
:
This year, the town of Southbridge has been fa-
vored with an unprecedented boom in the construction
and alteration of new and old buildings, the plumbing
business alone showing an increase of almost 100% com-
pared to other good years.
Having been active in the plumbing business until
my appointment a year ago last June, I realized some of
our plumbing laws were somewhat antiquated as to
theory and practice, causing no small amount of con-
fusion and misunderstanding, much of it to the detri-
ment of the property owners. With your kind co-opera-
tion and that of the master and journeymen plumbers
of this town, we took advantage of the recommendations
of the so-called "Hoover Code", dating from 1924, and
formulated a schedule of pipe sizes and capacities ade-
quate to the requirements of this community. The re-
sult has been most satisfactory in the savings from less
materials and labor, together with a sanitary aspect that
is modern and in accordance with the latest tested and
approved practices and methods of the trade.
The general public has no conception of the exact-
ing requirements of our more modern plumbing devices,
and it is my duty to warn and protect the public from
the dangers it would be exposed to if the installations
were left to any handyman, or made in a haphazard, hit-,
or-miss style, with little or no regard as to the safety of
the buildings or their occupants. Therefore, plumbing
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permits are now required for all types of plumbing work,
except the repairing of leaks, and the citizens of this
town will reap the benefit through closer supervision and
better service from my department.
Your Board also established a schedule of fees for
permits in effect from May 1st to Nov. 1st. The fees
were, as much as possible, proportionate to the type and
amount of work for each job. During that time I collect-
ed $781.00, which I turned in to the town Treasurer. This
money was voted to me at the special town meeting of
Nov. 20, to be applied to my salary for this year.
Here is a detailed report of my work during the
year ending Dec. 31st.
Permits granted 399
Number of Inspections 751
Water Tests 134
New Fixtures Installed 1387
Old Fixtures Installed or Relocated 104
Unfinished Jobs 21
Water Closets New 275 Old 44
Lavatories New 271 Old 12
Bath Tubs New 214 Old 7
Kitchen Sinks New 163 Old 5
Laundry Trays New 40 Old 4
Urinals New 11 Old 2
Slop Sinks New 5 Old 2
Shower Pans New 19
Sink & Tray Comb New 87
Automatic Water Heaters New 1
Hot Water Tanks New 186 Old 26
Tankless Heaters New 10
Oil Burner Coils New 16
Gas & Oil Water Heaters ^^ew 68 Old 2
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New 1
New 1
New
New 1
New 1
New Q
Air Conditioning Units .
.
New 2
New 4
Miscellaneous, Septic
Tanks, Repairs, etc. . . New 87
New 33
I wish to thank sincerely the individual members of
your Board, also Miss Houle, your very capable Agent,
Mr. Rosario Normandin, the Town Counsel, the master
and journeymen plumbers of Southbridge, the citizens
and all others I have had dealings with pertaining to my
work. Their sincere co-operation and devotion to their
responsibihties have enabled me to accomplish an ex-
cellent job of sanitation for the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH A. CHAGNON
Inspector of Plumbing
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REPORT OF MILK INSPECTOR
To the Honorable Board of Healths
Gentlemen
:
As Milk Inspector, I hereby submit a report of my
work for the year ending December 31, 1939, having
been appointed by you on April 1, 1939.
The following licenses have been issued:
Peddlers or Vehicles 44
Stores, Hotels, Restaurants, Cafes 76
Oleomargarine ' 20
Ice Cream Manufacturers . . . . : 2
I have also visited and inspected the following:
Dairy Farms selling milk in Southbridge . . 26
Pasteurizing Plants 3
Ice Cream Plants 2
There is a constantly growing demand from the
dairy farmers, the milk dealers, and the pasteurization
plant operators, as well as the consumers, for the test-
ing of milk sold in this town as is required by the State.
Those engaged in the milk industry have to comply to
State requirements and are compelled to send out of
town for the testing and analizing of samples at great
inconvenience and expense to themselves.
These hardships would be eliminated if the testing
and analizing of milk was done locally, also it would
guarantee a pure and wholesome milk supply to the
citizens of this town through a well estabHshed and
regulated local laboratory, as compared to the slipshod^
hit-or-miss style prevalent in the past years.
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As the Board of Health of this Town responsible for
all health measures, it would also enable you to prevent
or quickly localize any milk borne disease. Other towns
of half our population have been testing and analyzing
milk for several years. Evidently these towns and com-
munities must have realized some benefits or advantages
from such supervision to justify the added expense,
otherwise they would have ceased to give to their
citizens what would be to them a superfluous and un-
necessary service. /
There is still much truth in the old adage that "an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure". If one is
to judge from the statistical tables on diseases, com-
piled by the American Medical Association,
it must be borne in mind that prevention is by a large
margin less costly than the eradication or the cure.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH A. CHAGNON
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REPORT OF FOOD INSPECTOR
To the Honorable Board of Health
Gentlemen
:
IXiring the year, with the cheerful collaboration of
your very able Agent, Miss Houle, and acting on the
suggestions of the State and Federal Health Authorities,
we added to our local Board of Health Rules a series of
regulations in regards to Foodstuffs, and also on the
same subject, a procedure to be followed in times of
fires, floods, hurricanes or other emergencies.
These rules and regulations will greatly clarify and
simplify matters if the Town is again afflicted with any
catastrophe, and will also prevent the dumping of dam-
aged or contaminated goods and merchandise in our
markets if other communities are afflicted.
Since my appointment on April 1st, 1939, I have
visited and inspected all stores, hotels, restaurants,
lunch counters, cafes, markets, bakeries, soda fountains,
bottling works and other places where food and mer-
chandise are manufactured, kept for sale or stored.
Total number of inspections made 108
The merchants and the manufacturers of this town
are cooperating with us in keeping their stores and es-
tablishments in a clean and sanitary manner, and any
suggestions I have made have met with their approval
and have been carried out to the satisfaction of every
one concerned.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH- A. CHAGNON
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
To the Board of Health
Gentlemen
:
I hereby submit my report as Inspector of Slaugh-
tering for the year ending December 31, 1939.
Number of carcasses of beef inspected .... 15
Number of carcasses of veal inspected .... 154
Number of carcasses of hog inspected .... 230'
Number of carcasses of sheep inspected
. . 27
426
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY S. AUGOIN
Inspector of Slaughtering
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
Office of the Building Inspector
Building Report of 1939
Number of new homes 81
Estimated value of new homes $445,200.00
Number of new garages 77 (124 stalls)
Estimated value of new garages $22,000.00
Number of alterations 51
Estimated value of alterations $119,571
Total number of permits issued 159
Additional families provided for 145
Total estimated valuation $586,771.00
REMARKS :
The estimated valuation of new buildings, altera-
tions, and garages built in 1939 is the highest on record
in the history of the tos\Ti, excluding industrial or pub-
lic buildings.
Considering the fact that Southbridge has an
assessed valuation of less than $12,000,000.00, the 1939
Teport would appear to be abnormally high. However, I
do not consider it so, but rather believe that in the years
immediately after the depression, Southbridge, which
was affected only slightly due to its stable industries,
needed additional tenements badly, but prospective build-
ers fearing a relapse in economic conditions refused to
Imild.
Therefore, I am of the conviction that many new
iomes built in 1939 should have been built a few years
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ago, and the present shortage of tenements, despite the
large number of new buildings, proves this.
The seemingly high number of garages built in
1939 are in reality insufficient. Southbridge has app.
3800 registrations, or one car for every app. 4 persons
which is one of the highest rates in the nation. This
leaves the town with approximately 150 stalls short. So
one can readily see that many more garages are to be
built to house all the cars.
Thus in the final analysis, the 1939 report is not a3
abnormal as it seems on the surface, and I believe tkat
1940 will be as great if not greater than 1939.
ARMAND DE ANGELIS,
Building Inspector
I
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Report of the TRUSTEES
of the JACOB EDWARDS
MEMORIAL LIBRARY
TRUSTEES
For the Town
Robert P. Montague Seaver Rice
Oswald Laliberte Edward E. LeClair
For the Edwards Bequest
Richard C. Paige, Chairman Gertrude W. Smith
George B. Wells
LIBRAHY HOURS
Week Days, except January 1, Memorial Day,
Fourth of July, Labor Day, Armistice Day until 2 p. m..
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas—10 to 12; 2 to 9 p. m.;
(when schools are in session, until 12:15); Sundays,
October-May (for reading), 2 to 9.
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the Trustees of the Jacob Edwards Memorial Library:
Within a few months, past and future, the Library
will be celebrating several anniversaries. Seventy years
ago. in 1870. the agitation for a Public Library was be-
gun in Southbridge. although it was not until the next
year that the circulation of books to the public actually
began, and not until 1872 that the Library was estabHsh-
ed in its own rooms in the Ammidown Block—rooms giv-
en to the Town by Holmes Ammidown for perpetual use
as a Public library.
In May. 1940, the Library will complete twenty-
five years—a quarter of a century—of its life as the
Jacobs Edwards Memorial Library, in the building given
to the Town, together with its furnishings and the land
on which it stands, by the children of Ja-cob Edwards
—
Robert Edwards, Hannah Edwards and Grace Edwards.
Since 1926. the Library has received the income from
the SoO.OOO bequest of Robert Edwards. In 1939, the
Library began t-o receive the income from the S50,0OO
bequest of Hannah M. Edwards. During 1940, the
Library should begin to receive the income from the
§100,000 bequest to the Library of Miss Grace Edwards.
It is largely due to the Edwards family that Southbridge
owes its fine Library, of which the Town is justly proud.
To increase the value and usefulness of the Library
to the To\^^l. it will be necessaiw to have a much larger
income in the future than the Library has had in the
past. Even to keep up to the present standards, more in-
come is necessary. Books cost much more, books are used
much more and therefore wear out faster; even a build-
ing as well built as the Library wears in twenty-five
years—needs painting, a new boiler and a new elevator,
^lore assistants are necessary than formerly; salaries
and wages v/ill increase. The great need of the Library
is technical
—
practical—books; optics, mechanics, house
plans, electricity, vocations, photography, radio, a\"ia-
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tion, etc. Unfortunately these books cost the most and
are outdated most quickly.
Still another anniversary- is that of your Librarian,
who, on the first of last October, completed forty years
as Librarian of the Southbidge Public Library.
Forty years ago, 20,026 volumes were circulated
—
to our townspeople; in 1939—as in every year since 1931
—more than 100,000 volumes were circulated.
In 1900, there were 17,655 bound volumes in the
Library, but 1700 of these were public documents used
almost not at all, and 2,000 bound periodicals. Now nearly
all outmoded, out of date, poor quality, little used books
have been eliminated. With few exceptions, the books
now in the Library are up to date, worthwhile books, the
best we could afford to buy in their line. A public library
deteriorates at once if new books are not bought along
all lines each year. There are 27,514 volumes in the
Library.
Registration
In 1900, 4.117 names were registered. Since October,
a reregistration of all borrowers has been in progress;
6,375 names have been registered or newly added; hun-
dreds of other names will be gradually reregistered as'
they use the Librarv. Great numbers of our townspeople
read books from the Library though they are not regis-
tered—they read books relatives or friends have
borrowed.
Use
By far the greatest increase in the use of the
Library is in reference questions—supplying books and
periodicals to find facts, to prepare papers and reports,
to aid in research. The incease is of course largest with
the schools, but more adults are constantly realizing that
they can find the answers to some of their problems in
books.
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Loans & Gifts
The Library has constantly at hand "libraries" in.
French, Polish, Greek and Italian, loaned to the Library
by the Mass. Library Commission. Numbers of books
were given to the Library during the year by J. C. F.
Wheelock, George Wells, Anita Cady, Herbert Owen,
Episcopal Diocese of Western Mass., J. W. Barnes, Eskil
Anderson. The American Legion Auxiliary of South-
bridge presented its annual volume of history. To all of
these, as well as to the Southbridge Evening News and.
the Southbridge Press, the Library wishes to express its
appreciation.
During all of these forty years, the Trustees of the
Library, the Town itself and the Townspeople, have been
unfailingly kind, cooperative and understanding, for all
of this I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude. Na-
turally, I hope that the Library will miss me a little, but
I can assure the Town that I shall miss the Library and
my contact with the people of Southbridge much more
than the Library will miss me.
Respectfully submitted,
ELLA E. MIERSCH,
/ ' Librarian
The income of the Library for 1939 was:
Town appropriation |8,526.(M5
Robert Edwards Bequest $1,708.10
Hannah Edwards Bequest 510.
Balance—Edwards Bequest .10 x
Bradford Fund 110.85
Income from Trust Funds $2,329.05
Librarian's salary for month leave of absence 158.33
2,487.38
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Expenditures—Trust Funds & Librarian's salary-
Salaries 367.88
Assistants by hour
Janitor & Sunday 79.88
Books 981.85
Building & grounds 277.89
Coal . . 330.
Light 123.28
Equipment 31.90
Supplies 27.42
Expense 32.74
Printed lists 7.65
Newspapers—Sunday 3.00
$2,263.49
Balance Trust Funds Jan. 1, 1940 $ 223.8b
The Library turned back to the Town $600 in fines,
so that the Library cost the Town $7,926 in 1940. That
is $.50 per capita. Many towns, more each year, are ap-
propriating $1.00 per capita for the support of their pub-
lic libraries.
Had the Library not received $510 income from the
Hannah M. Edwards Bequest, the first income from that
bequest, it would have been necessary to ask the Town
for additional money in order to pay the running ex-
penses of November and December—electricity, water,
telephone, supplies, etc. Also, no books could have been
bought during those months.
In 1899, the Library cost the Town $2,563 ; in 1939,
just three times as much—^but more than five times as
many books were circulated in 1939, and this amount in-
cluded the upkeep of a building—repairs, coal, light,
Janitor, Sunday opening as well as 55 hours a week cir-
culation of books instead of 48 hours, as in 1899. Again,
none of this would have been possible except through the
munificence of the Edwards family.
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AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
FORM OF STATISTICS
Name of Library .... Jacob Edwards Memorial Library-
Town and State Southbridere. Massachusetts
Name of Librarian Ella E. Miersch
Date of Founding 1871
Population Served 15,786
Number of days open during year 339
Hours open each week for reading 55-62
Hours open each week for lending 55
Number of Volumes at beginning of year . . 26,820
Number of Volumes added * 1,205
New 784
Replaced 421
Number of volumes added by gift, and from
Duplicate Pay 348
Number of volumes worn out and discarded 859
Number of volumes at end of year 27,514
Number of registered borrowers
Reregistered since October 6,375
Number of volumes lent for home use 101,687
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Report of
TAX COLLECTOR
To the Citizens of Southbridge
TAXES OF 1936
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $246.15
Payments to Treasurer $246.15
1937 PERSONAL TAXES
Outstanding January 1, 1939 . . . $837.75
Payments to Treasurer $663.38
Abated 163.96
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 10.41
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . $837.75
1937 REAL ESTATE TAXES
Outstanding January 1, 1939 . . . $17,365.72
Taxes reported Collected should
have been outstanding ' .83
$17,366.55
Payments to Treasurer $16,726.91
Abated 87.10
Outstanding December 31, 1939. . 552.54
$17,366.55
1938 PERSONAL TAXES
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $3,518.21
Payments to Treasurer $2,391.24
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . . 1,126.97
$3,518.21
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1938 REAL ESTATE TAXES
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $68,255.02
Payments to Treasurer $50,762.99
Abated 507.54
Tax Title 46.02
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 16,938.47
$68,255.02
1939 PERSONAL TAXES
Commitment per Warrant of Sep-
tember 21, 1938 $83,127.39
Payments to Treasurer $78,867.32
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 4,260.07
$83,127.39
1939 REAL ESTATE TAXES AND POLL
Commitment per Warrant of Sep-
tember 21, 1939 $426,789.03
Commitment per Warrant of Feb-
ruary 27, 1939 10,756.00
Commitment per Warrant of
August 3, 1939 348.00
Commitment per Warrant of Aug-
ust, 9, 1939 188.00
Commitment per Warrant of De-
cember 28, 1939 10.00
Poll Tax paid after abatement . , ^ 2.00
$438,093.03
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Pajonents to Treasurer $353,161.41
Tax Title 2,273.00
Abated 2,690.03
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 79,968.59
$438,093.03
Refunds paid by Treasurer on
Real Estate $ 13.18
1938 MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $ 467.14
Warrant of January 23, 1939. .. 270.28
737.42
Payments to Treasurer $ 592.89
Abated 144.53
737.42
Refunds paid by Treasurer on
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes $ 98.00
1939 MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES
Commitment per Warrant of
April 5, 1939 $ 7,027.72
Commitment per Warrant of
April 29, 1939 14,035.83
Commitment per Warrant of
May 15, 1939 2,425.80
Commitment per Warrant of
July 14, 1939 3,749.38
Commitment per Warrant of
July 26, 1939 1,051.38
Commitment per Warrant of
August 14, 1939 690.48
Commitment per Warrant of
October 2, 1939 1,092.71
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Commitment per Warrant of
December 11, 1939 344.44
Commitment ner Warrant of
December 26, 1939 385.45
$ 30,803.19
Payments to Treasurer §28,643.72
Abated 1,382.14
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 777.33
$ 30,803.19'
Refunds paid by Treasurer ..... $ 901.07
1937 SEWER ASSESSMENT
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $ 287.51
Payments to Treasurer 287.51
Abatement after payment $ 24.59'
1937 SEWER ASSESSMENT INTEREST
Outstanding January 1, 1939 ... $ 23.80
Payments to Treasurer $ 22.45
Abated 1.35
$ 23.80
Added Intere^i paid to Treasurer
on Sewer Assessment $ 21.29
1938 SEWER ASSESSMENT
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $ 101.44
Payments to Treasurer $ 83.84
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 17.60
$ 101.44
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1938 SEWER ASSESSMENT INTEREST
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $ 20.59
Payments to Treasurer $ 14.25
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 6.34
$ 20.59
Added Interest paid to Treasurer
on Sewer Assessment 2.17
. 1939 SEWER ASSESSMENT
Commitment per Warrant of
September 21, 1939 $ 1,464.71
Payments to Treasurer $ 744.71
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 713.58
Abated 6.42
$ 1,464.71
Added Interest on Sewer $ .73
Sewers paid in Advance $ 55.74
H 1939 SEWER ASSESSMENT INTEREST
Commitment per Warrant of
September 21, 1939 $ 285.52
Payments to Treasurer $ 156.95
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 128.57
^ $ 285.52
Refunds paid by Treasurer $ 6.42
1937 SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT
Outstanding January 1, 1939 ... $ 38.98
Payments to Treasurer 38.98
1937 SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT INTEREST
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $ 1.07
Payments to Treasurer 1.07
Added Interest paid to Treasurer
—Sidewalk Assessment $ 4.10
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1938 SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $ 18.40
Payments to Treasurer 18.40
1938 SIDEWAI^K ASSESSMENT INTEREST
Outstanding January 1, 1939 $ 3.31
Payments to Treasurer 3.31
1939 SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT
Commitment per Sept. 21, 1939 . . $ 18.40
Payments to Treasurer 18.40
1939 SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT INTEREST
Commitment per Warrant
September 21, 1939 $ 2.21
Payments to Treasurer 2.21
1938 SPECIAL SEWER ASSESSMENT
Outstanding January 1, 1939 ' $ 4,730.27
Payments to Treasurer $ 1,364.81
Added to Taxes 3,365.46
$ 4,730.27
1939 SPECIAL SEWER ASSESSMENT
Commitment per Warrant
May 9, 1939 $ 1,422.21
Payments to Treasurer $ 60.24
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 1,361.97
$ 1,422.21
1939 SPECIAL SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT
Commitment per Warrant of
February 21 $ 472.82
Commitment per Warrant of
March 27, 1939 556.35
Commitment per Warrant of
"
March 27, 1939 ' 304.39
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Commitment per Warrant of
April 27, 1939 199.21
Commitment per Warrant of
April 27, 1939 293.90
Commitment per Warrant of
April 27, 1939 363.33
Commitment per Warrant of
April 27, 1939 86.13
Commitment per Warrant of
April 27, 1939 119.49
Commitment per Warrant of
April 27, 1939 872.55
$ 3,268.17
Payments to Treasurer $ 1,427.77
Outstanding December 31, 1939 . 1,840.40
$ 3,268.17
Refunds paid by Treasurer $ 27.25
INTERESTS
Taxes of 1936 $ 41.83
Taxes of 1937 (Personal) 49.42
Taxes of 1937 (Real Estate) 1,135.10
Taxes of 1938 (Excise) .96
Taxes of 1938 (Personal) 46.35
Taxes of 1938 (Real Estate) 1,159.00
Taxes of 1939 (Personal) 2.47
Taxes of 1939 (Excise) .12
Taxes of 1939 (Real Estate) 130.45
Special Sewers of 1938 69.00
Special Sidewalk of 1939 .50
$ 2,635.20
Demands on 1939 Taxes $ 125.30
Refunds on Poll Tax Paid
by Treasurer $ 18.00
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I wish to take this opportunity to thank the citizens
of the Town as well as the various Town Officials for
their continued cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
MEDERIC DUH.^aVIEL,
Collector of Taxes
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
WORLD WAR MEMORIAL
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge
:
The following is respectfully submitted:
The Trustees were organized with Arthur A. Allard,
Chairman, and Edward L. Chapin, Secretary. The Trus-
tees began operations about April 1st, 1939.
Approximately one-half of the area of the park has
been graded, loamed and seeded. The WPA engaged in
this work were called off to another project, viz., the
clearing of fallen timber. This seriously handicapped the
plans formulated by the Trustees. In view of these cir-
cumstances, it is more gratifying to report a successful
completion of the undertaking and that is within the
budget allocation.
Among the measures taken to enhance the beauty
of the park was the planting of various trees ; two Rock
miaples, two Norway maples, one Scarlet oak, and one
Bronze beech were rooted. The elms already on the
property were trimmed when necessary and a certain
amount of surgery performed to maintain them in sound
condition.
Another improvement was the construction of the
160' walk. This walk was made 6' in width and paved
with natural flag-stone. The addition of the walk has
.added considerably to the appearance of the park and
to the pleasure of the patrons, affording as it does, a
pleasant promenade. Flanking the walk, eight benches
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have been installed, and an effort to place them where
the trees yield the maximum shade.
It has been necessary for the Trustees to purchase
some equipment to be used for maintenance purposes,
and this has been advantageously stored in the fire
house, which is adjacent to the park. The Trustees ex-
press their deep appreciation to the members of the Fire
Department who have donated their services in keeping
the lawns mowed, the paths swept, adding to the pride
of our citizens.
In conclusion, the Trustees wish to express the
hope that their modest efforts will be immeasurably bet-
tered by their successors, and to the great benefit of our
town.
ARTHUR A. ALLARD, Chairman
EDWARD L. CHAPIX, Secretary
HERVEY L. DES:^IARAIS
JAMES C. MURPHY
JOSEPH E. DUCHESXEAU
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Report of the
TREE WARDEN
To the citizens of Southbridge
:
Southbridge has a large number of beautiful trees.
Since the destructive effects of the hurricane of 2 j^ears
ago, however, a great majority of these trees have been
in a damaged, dangerous and unattractive condition. The
more urgent repair work, including trimming, bolting and
cabling, was performed immediately to conform with the
safety requirements of the townspeople. But a great deal
more work remains to be done. The yearly appropriation
of $600 is considerably lower than the amount required
for a complete and thorough repair job. Also many trees
could be planted to replace those which have been lost
as a result of the hurricane. It would not be unreasonable
to suggest that a definite increase in the next appro-
priation is necessary in order to cope with the damaged
condition of the trees satisfactorily.
If any citizen should notice any unusually dangerous
condition of a tree he ought to notify the Tree Warden
promptly. Any cooperation would not be imprudent and
very much appreciated. I shall always be ready to
serve you.
Respectfully^ yours,
WILBUR G. WILSON,
Tree W^arden
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REPORT OF GYPSY MOTH DEPARTMENT
To the Citizens of Southbridge
:
There are myriads of insects which attack trees, but
comparatively few cause great injury. The Gypsy Moth
is one of these. In 1938, according to the report of the
Massachusetts State Forester, there were about 152,469
acres of trees totally or partially defoliated by the Gypsy
Moth. In Southbridge there are 72 miles of roads which
were infested with 6700 egg masses last year which
we destroyed. Each egg mass hatches four to five hun-
dred caterpillars. No stretch of the imagination is neces-
sary to visualize the rapid critical development if the
condition is not thoroughly attended to. This year we in-
spected only the trees under the town's jurisdiction be-
cause of the limited amount of funds.
The moth condition is serious. I strongly recommend
a larger appropriation for the necessary extermination
of caterpillars and moths, and for a thorough spray job.
Respectfully yours,
WILBUR G. WILSON,
Moth Superintendent
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Report of
ANIMAL INSPECTOR
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen,
Gentlemen
:
Since my appointment on April 1, 1939, I have been
able to accomplish the following:
Visits made to farms and other places .... 107
Dog Bites investigated 11
Quarantine Orders given 9
Stables and Barns fumigated after cattle
reacted to tuberculin tests 2
Verifying tuberculin and Bang's disease tests
on cattle imported from other states. . 8
Mileage of Travel 365
Acting under the orders of the Director of Livestock
Disease Control, I visited farms and other places and
found the following number of animals; as per Dec. 31,
1939:
Number of Cattle 549
Number of Swine 62
Number of Sheep 15
All these animals were in apparent sood health and
their quarters were generally in a good condition of
cleanliness. Some of the animals enumerated were locat-
ed outside of the town limits, but their owners have their
mail address in Southbridge and also do business here,
so they come under my jurisdiction.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH A. CHAGNON,
Animal Inspector
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Report of
BOARD of PUBLIC WELFARE
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge
:
The Board of Public Welfare herewith submits its
annual report for the year 1939. The greatest demand
was made for relief during the month of January with
a total of 192 cases while the smallest rehef rolls were
noted in July and October with a total of 126applicants
for each month. The low case load for October is very
unusual, the general revival of local industries can be
said to have made this welcome change possible. Fol-
lowing are statistics from our records:
TOTAL CASE LOAD—TEMPORARY AID—1939
Local Families 192 representing 804 Persons
Local Single Persons 69 Persons
Unsettled Families 62 representing 327 Persons
Unsettled Single Persons 13 Persons
Settled out of town Families 20 representing 74 Persons
Settled out of town—Single Persons 5 Persons
Total Cases 361 representing 1292 Persons
The Works Projects Administration has again been
effective .in reducing public welfare expenditures. It has
provided employment for needy men and women, citizens
of the United States, who met a liberal budgetary re-
quirement. In addition to WPA, the local projects, under
the supervision of the Town Engineer, have been great
factors in keeping our case load at a lower level.
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This Department has furnished labor amounting to
13,639 hours to the Cemetery, School, Town Hall and
various other departments of the Town.
The Federal Sui-plus Commodity Distribution Cen-
ter which is now located at the Mechanic Street School
has been active throughout the year in assisting with
food and clothing both families on direct relief and
those not actually receiving relief but in needy circum-
stances. Employment has been given to two men, paid
and supervised by the Federal Government.
The changes made by the State Department, effec-
tive Jan. 1, 1940, requiring new and more detailed ap-
plication blanks, monthly reports of changes in case
status, more lengthy payroll forms for cash payments
and additional notice forms will add a great deal of
clerical work to the Department. Additional clerical as-
sistance will be a necessity for 1940.
The yearly reimbursement from the Federal Gov-
ernment, State Department and other Cities and Towns
amounts to a considerable sum and should be considered
in arriving at a total of the net expenditures of this De-
partment. These figures are listed in the report of the
Town Accountant.
We are fortunate in having the services of Mrs.
Edith R. Gushing, at a small expense for special Child
Welfare Social Work. The bulk of the expense for this
service is borne by the State Department, the balance
being divided between Southbridge, Charlton and Stur-
bridge.
As in previous years, the administration of Aid to
Dependent Children has been under the supervision of
the State Department. The general purpose of this pro-
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gram has been to give to eligible children who are de-
prived of parental support the care and opportunity of
having normal development in their own homes or with
relatives.
(Including parents and children over 16 years)
The Infirmary is a model home open to all local
residents and is under the supervision of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph N. Payant. A total of 21 inmates were cared for
during the year 1939. With the assistance of able-bodied
men 248 cords of wood were delivered to needy families
in the community. In addition to his regular duties, Mr.
Payant has transported all supplies for the local Sur-
plus Commodity Center from the Worcester warehouse.
This transportation was a saving to the Department.
We are very grateful for the splendid cooperation
given us by t he manufacturers, contractors and all
others who provided employment through the recom-
mendation of this Department. This cooperation is the
most effective way of bringing welfare costs to a lower
level. We take this opportunity to assure our apprecia-
ion to all who assisted us during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
MARIE LARIVIERE, Chairman
OVIDE DESROSIERS, Clerk
HERMAS LIPPE, Other Member
H. H. MICHON, Supervisor
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Case Load - 1939
Cases Active 1-1-39
Received during 1939 8 " 19
3 " 8
1 " 3
22 " 86
16 representing 40 children
Closed during 1939
Denied during 1939
Total during 1939
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Report of
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge
:
As in the past the Bureau of Old Age Assistance
has met regularly on the first and third Monday of each
month. The case load has increased during the year as
will be noted on the following table of statistics
:
Added Closed Cases
Cases Cases Month Aided
4 January 1, 1939 162
5 January 166
3 February 171
2 4 March 174
7 2 April 172
4 3 May 177
8 3 June 178
4 4 July 183
2 August 183
1 6 September 185
6 1 October 180
2 4 November 185
December 183
48 27
December 31, 1939 183
Causes for Closing Cases
Deceased 10 cases
IneHgible after grant 3 "
Self-supporting after grant 1 "
Moved out of town 13 "
Total 27 Cases
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Causes for Rejections
Heturned to work 1 eases
Cash in Excess 5 "
Insurance in excess 1 "
Insufficient information 1 "
Children able to provide 1 "
Real Estate Equity in excess 2 "
Voluntarily withdrawn 1 "
Total 12 Cases
There were 10 cases aided who were unsettled and
14 cases were settled in other Cities and Towns. There
were 12 cases holding Southbridge settlements aided in
other Cities and Towns.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE W. LAUGHNANE, Chairman
HERJVIAS LIPPE, Clerk
MARIE LARIVIERE, Other Member
H. H. MICHON, Supervisor
BUREAU OF OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
\
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Report of
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
To the Citizens of Southbridge
:
Your Board of Highway Commissioners wish to sub-
mit the following report of the work of the Highway De-
partment for the year ending December 31, 1939.
HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
Salary of Street Superintendent
. . $1,800.00 •
Office Records and SuppHes 12.03
New Office Equipment 54.45
Printing Stationery and Postage . . 8.52
$1,875.06
SNOW AND ICE REMOVAL
Labor $7,493.21
Truck Hire 862.00
Sand 115.20
Calcium Chloride 122.00
Repairs to Plows 61.86
Gasoline and Oil 523.68
Truck Tire Chains 428.03
4 Tow Chains x 20' 141.75
500 Ft. Snow Fence 68.60
4 Cutting Edges for Snow Plows 127.15
Fuel 56.00
$9,999.4B
TOWN DUMP ACCOUNT
Labor $ 375.00
Rental of Grounds 125.00
$ 500.00
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RESURFACING ELM STREET FROM JUNCTION
OF EVERETT TO DURFEE STS.
Labor $ 908.57
Truck Hire 148.50
Kental of Gasoline Shovel . . : 220.00
Gravel 98.20
ilental of Power Grader 86.00
Eoad Oil 438.70
$1,899.97
RUBBISH COLLECTION
Contract Basis $1,400.00
Two collections each month for eight months $1,400.00
EOAD MACHINERY MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT
Truck Tires • $421.13
Two "A" Frames with Hydraulic
Lifts 235.60
Automotive Parts and Accessories 690.40
$1,347.56
STREETS AND SIDEWALKS ACCOUNT
The major activities of this Department during the
past year have been as follows: Resurfacing the follow-
&g streets using the mixed in place method.
Green Ave. from Rose St. to Randolph
Labor $ 624.42
Gravel and Supplies 43.70
Rental of Power Grader 32.78
1000 Gallons of Penetration Oil ... 82.00
400 Gallons of Surface Material . . 35.60
? 818.50
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Charlton St.jfrom Guelph St. to Vinton
Labor $2,561.50
Materials and Supplies 23.70
Gravel 63.50
Rental of Power Grader 160.00
9,100 Gals. Penetration Oil 746.20
3,570 Gals. Surface Material 307.13
$3,862.63
Vinton St. from Charlton St. to Worcester
Labor $ 198.30
Gravel and Supplies 31.45
Rental of Power Grader 20.00
1,200 Gals. Penetration Oil 98.40
700 Gals. Surface Material 62.30
$ 400.45
Mill St. from Town Yard to River St.
Labor $ 282.50
Gravel and Supplies 14.30
Rental of Power Grader 15.00
250 Gals. Penetration Oil 45.10
200 Gals. Surface Material 17.80
$ 374.70 '
Randolph St. from Worcester St. to Brook
Labor $ 272.50
Gravel and Supplies 23.00
Rental of Power Grader 16.00
750 Gals. Penetration Oil 61.50
300 Gals. Surface Material 26.70
$ 399.70
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River St. from Mill St. to Pleasant
Labor $ 225.50
Gravel and Supplies 19.56
Kent of Power Grader 6.68
40O Gals. Penetration Oil 32.80
250 Gals. Surface Material 22.25
$ 316.79
South St. from Main to Oakes Ave.
Labor $ 330.00
1/2" Pea Stone 63.15
Rental of Power Grader 50.00
1,200 Gals. Surface Material 106.80
$ 549.95
Laurel St. from Worcester to Moon Sts.
Labor $ 238.25
Rental of Steam Shovel 50.00
Rental of Gasoline Shovel 300.00
Gravel and Supplies 36.70
Rental of Power Grader 18.00
$ 642.95
Eastford Rd. from Cohasse Rd. to Wells Driveway
Labor $ 178.50
Gravel 16.00
1,215 Gals. Penetration Oil 99.63
2,620 Gals. Surface Material 233.18
$ 527.31
Woodland Ave. from Prospect to Park Ave.
Labor $ 153.25
Gravel 22.17
Rental of Power Grader 58.50
1000 Gals. Penetration Oil 82.00
$ 315.92
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Park Ave. from Columbus to Hartwell
Labor $ 84.75
Gravel 6.15
Rental of Power Grader 7.52
585 Gals. Penetration Oil 47.97
$ 146.39
South Hill Road from Intersection of
Darling Road to South St.
Rental of Power Grader $ 110.00
Labor, Gravel, and Oil for this job were furnished
by the W. P. A. Department.
The following streets were oiled, sanded, honed, and
rolled at a cost of $3,115.30: Orchard St., Lovely St.,
Columbus Ave., McKinstry's Hill, Paige Hill, River St.
from Mill St. to the bridge.
$3,235.00 was spent installing Storm Water Drains
on the following streets: Thomas, Eastford Road, Old
Dudley Road, Dresser Hill Road, and McKinstry's Hill.
Sweeping Streets and cleaning Catch Basins and
Gutters, $4,250.00.
Gasoline and Oil, $1,708.94.
$5,338.60 was spent patching various streets several
times during the season.
$1,654.67 of this amount was paid out for Cold
Patch Oil.
All Country Roads were graveled. Honed, and Rolled
in the spring at a cost of $1,905.37.
Twenty-Six employee's received an annual vacation
of two weeks each at a cost to the Town of $1,068.00.
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$1000.00 was spent for Tools and Tool repairs.
BREAKNECK ROAD ACCOUNT
Completing Storm Water Drains with unused
balance of the 1938 Appropriation.
Labor $ 152.25
Compressor Rental 21.00
Reinforced Concrete Pipe 103.00
Dynamite and Blasting Caps 36.25
$ 312.50
CHAPTER 90 MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT
1938 BALANCE
Worcester Street
Labor $ 148.50
Machinery Rental 59.00
D Frame and Grate c 19.54
Reinforced Concrete Pipe 25.60
Broken Stone 48.00
Road Oil 43.75
$ 344.39
North Woodstock Road
Labor $ 434.75
Machinery Rental 248.00
Road Tar 111.78
$ 794.53
Hamilton Street
Labor $ 8.00
Machinery Rental , 4.00
$ 12.00
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Sandersdale Road
Labor $ 70.00
Machinery Rental 45.50
Broken Stone 49.36
Road Oil 48.04
$ 212.90
CHAPTER 90 MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT
1939 APPROPRIATION
Worcester Street
Labor $ 530.00
Machinery Rental 253.00
Broken Stone 358.91
Road Oil 195.48
$1,337.39
Sandersdale Road
Labor $ 188.00
Machinery Rental 23.00
Two D Frames and Grates 30.73
$ 241.73
Hamilton Street
Labor $ 27.00
Machinery Rental 8.00
$ 35.00
North Woodstock Road
Labor $ 270.00
Machinery Rental 64.00
County Bounds 6.75
$ 340.75
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River Road
Labor $ 51.00
Machinery Rental 4.00
$ 55.00
NEW MACHINERY ACCOUNT
A Ford IV2 Ton Platform Dump Truck for
Transporting the Tractor $1,322.50
1 31/2 Cubic Foot Wonder Mixer for mixing
Cold Patch 262.35
$1,584.85
We recommend that the voters consider an annual
appropriation of sufficient money to enable the Highway
Department to do a more thorough and more permanent
repair job on our country roads. If this were done on one
or more country roads each year, these roads w^ould not
only be in better condition the year round, but the main-
tenance costs would be considerably reduced.
We take this opportunity to thank all town depart-
ments and officers and the general public for their co-
operation with our department during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
CYRIL PELOQUIN,
RAYMOND BENOIT,
Board of Highway Commissioners
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Report of ASSESSORS
The Board of Assessors submit the following report
for the year ending December 31, 1939.
All appropriations voted since 1938 Tax Rate was
fixed.
Total appropriations as certified by town clerk to be
raised by taxation $630,416.90.
Total appropriations voted to be taken from avail-
able funds.
In 1939 $32,715.74
In 1938, since 1938 tax rate
was fixed $12,126.18
44,841.92
$675,258.82
Other amounts required to be
raised
:
Penalty: Welfare Department
Refund: Water Tax
$ 5.00
143.59
$ 148.59
STATE: Tax and Asts.
State Tax
Auditing Municipal
$39,780.00 $19,890.00
1939 Ests. 1938 Underests.
Accounts
State parks and Re-
566.53
servations
Veteran's exemptions
804.82
42.62
48.87
5.19
$41,193.97 $19,944.06
$ 61,138.03
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COUNTY: Tax and Assessments
County Tax $22,125.68 11.77
Tuberculosis Hospital 15,990.14
$38,115.82 $ 11.77
38,127.59
OVERLAY of current year 5,975.79
GROSS AMOUNT TO BE RAISED .... $780,648.82
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND AVAILABLE FUNDS
Estimated Receipts for the year
1939 $214,598.57
Appropriations voted by town
meetings to be taken from
available funds.
August 4, 1938 $ 6,157.50
May 2, 1939 18,143.84
Approval by Commissioner of
Corporations and Taxation
June 13, 1939 2,703.54
August 24, 1939 5,968.68
September 11, 1939 9,115.55
September 13, 1939 2,752.81
Total Available Funds $44,841.92
TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND
AVAILABLE FUNDS $259,440.49
NET AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAX-
ATION ON POLLS AND PROPERTY. . $521,208.33
Tax
Number of Polls 5646 at $2.00 each $ 11,292.00
Total Valuation: Personal Property $2,017.-
655.00 (at Tax Rate) $ 83,127.39 -
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Total Valuation : Real Estate $10,358,955.00
(of $41.20) $426,788.94
Gain on account of fractional divisions of
tax rate .09
TOTAL TAXES LEVIED ON POLLS
AND PROPERTY $521,208.42
Betterment and special assess-
ments:
Sidewalk Assessments and In-
terest (Apportioned) $ 20.61
Sewer Assessments and Inter-
est (Unapportioned) $ 612.81
-Sewer Assessments and Inter-
est (Apportioned) $ 1,137.42
Total Assessments Committed $ 1,770.84
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ALL TAXES AND
ASSESSMENTS ON POLLS AND
PROPERTY COMMITTED TO THE
COLLECTOR IN 1939 $522,979.26
ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS:
December 28, 1939
Polls 5 at $2.00 $ lO.OO
Warrant to Collector December
28, 1939 $ 10.00
TOTAL WARRANTS TO COI^
LECTOR ON POLLS, PER-
SONAL, REAL AND SEW-
ER AND SIDEWALK
ASSESSMENTS OF 1939 $522,989.26
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TOTAL ASSESSED VALUA-
TION ON PERSONAL AND
REAL ESTATE FOR
1939 $12,376,610.00
Valuation of Motor Vehicles for
1939 1,075,287.00
Tax on Motor Vehicles for
1939 ? 31,278.60
Warrants to Collector for 1939 $31,278.60
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUA-
TION FOR 1939 $13,451,897.00
TOTAL WARRANTS TO COL-
LECTOR FOR 1939 $554,267.86
Rate of Local Tax per thousand $ 41.20
Rate of Motor Vehicle Excise Tax per
thousand $ 35.90
VALUE OF EXEMPTED PROPERTY
Churches, Schools and Hospital $1,646,800.00
^ U. S. P. 0. Property 98,000.00
Town Property 1,562,990.00
$3,307,790.00
Number of Motor Vehicles Assessed 4,342
JOSEPH T. GERVAIS,
PHILIAS F. X. CASAVANT,
JOSEPH METRAS,
Board of Assessors
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Report of
TOWN CLERK
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge
:
I hereby submit my report for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1939.
VITAL STATISTICS
Number of Births 333
Number of Deaths 177
Number of Marriages recorded 268
Number of Marriage Intentions filed 240
(Two 2 Marriage Intentions not used) 2
DOG LICENSES
Licenses issued 1939
Males, 527 at $2.00 $1,054.00
Females, 90 at $5.00 441.00
Spayed Females, 133 at $2.00.. 266.00
Kennel, 1 at $25.00 25.00
$1,635.80
Payments to Treasurer $1,786.00
Fees retained, 751 at .20 150.20
$1,635.80
MISCELLANEOUS LICENSES
licenses issued 1939:
Auctioneer $ 6.00
Junk 90.00
Pool and bowling" 94.00
Gasoline and oil certificates of
registration 114.25
Payments to treasurer
SPORTING LICENSES
Licenses issued 1939:
Series No. 1 663 at $2.00 . . .. ?1,326.00
2 390 at 2.0O .. 780.00
3 233 at 3.25 .. 757.25
4 161 at 1.25 .. 201.25
5 6 at 2.25 .. 13.50
6 10 at 5.25 .. 52.50
8 4 at 1.50 .. 6.0O
10 1 at 5.25 .. 5.25
14 9 at .50 .. 4.50
Payments to Division of Fisheries
and Game $2,779.25
Fees retained at .25 367.00
Respectfully submitted,
CLARE P. BOYER,
Town Clerk of Southbridge, Massachusetts
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Report of
W. P. A. CO-ORDINATOR
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
:
Gentlemen
:
I hereby submit my report of W. P. A. activities in
Southbridge for 1939.
FORESTEY
January 31st, due to deep frost in the ground, the
Federal government cancelled all HuiTicane and Flood
Emergency Projects with the exception of Forestry and
at that time put all men at work on Fire Hazards which
existed by the estimated 9,000,000 board feet of fallen
timber. On account of this extreme fire hazard the town
W. P. A. put in a force of nearly 100 men and the Fed-
eral department sent approximately 150 men from other
towns and cities, furnishing tools and paying transpor-
tation, to open all country roads and cart paths for a dis-
tance of 50 feet to 100 feet on either side of i/4 mile from
buildings.
This work consisted of trimming and burning
branches from all fallen trees, leaving the bole of the
trees for the owners to salvage.
At the end of December 31st, 528 Acres had been
cleared and burned ^\ith approximately 120 acres left to
complete this work.
Net cost to town $1,290.31
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WATER HOLES
In conjunction with the fire hazard project, during
the month of December 1939, work was started on 7 wa-
ter holes in different sections of the town to give fire
protection to farmers and have water available for forest
fires. This work is progressing and should be completed;
about April 1st.
Closed Town projects were reopened in May.
Elm Street Sewer was reopened and about 40 men
were transferred to this project for completion. 275 feet
was finished.
Net cost to Town $289.12
Upon completion of the Elm Street Sewer some of
the workers were transferred to the West Street Wall
Project. As we did not have any masons amongst our W.
P. A. workers, arrangements were made with the Wor-
cester District Office to furnish the necessary men, our
only cost was transportation.
This project was completed in September, having
built 400 cubic yards of Rubble Wall and 800 cubic yards
of Retaining Wall.
Net cost to Town $2,340.33
With the coming of good weather in the Spring about
1/3 of the W. P. A. workers found employment in private
industry.
August 1st, the new W. P. A. regulations, that all
persons employed 18 months or more be discharged, re-
duced our personnel another 1/3 leaving about 40 men on
fire hazard and 20 to be transferred to Country Roads.
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COUNTRY ROADS
This project, started in December 1938, temporarily
suspended Nov. 27th 1939, called for widening, putting
drains and paving the Old South Road and continuing on
West Street which was completed as far as the Junctioa
of the old Reservoir Road. As this section has always
been in poor shape and expensive to maintain, this new
construction will mean a nominal appropriation for main-
tenance in the future. About 2600 feet was completed^
The balance of this project to be reopened in the Spring.
Net cost to the Town $2,582.60
This report has mentioned only the outside projects
but we mustn't forget the "White Collar Jobs".
RECORDjS
Collecting, sorting, indexing and filing of all Tows
Records, including the year 1939, to keep them in orderly
condition.
Net cost to Town $155.53
INVENTORY
This project of having a complete inventory of al
Town owned equipment, in all departments, will be
valuable for many years to come.
Net cost to Town $58.65
TOY PROJECT
A new project for making new toys and repairing
old toys donated by the citizens of the town was opened
in June. At Xmas time approximately 3000 new and
rebuilt toys were distributed to needy children. Some old
furniture was also repaired and given to families in nee£
Net cost to Town $119.20
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BOOK BINDING
This project, operated until March 31, 1940, binding
school and town books which otherwise would have been
Useless. 3,000 books were repaired.
Net cost to Town $196.20
SEWING
This project had from 10 to 16 women on its payroll
and during the year they made 8,323 garments. These
garments were sent to the distributing center in Worces-
ter to be redistributed to various cities and Southbridgd
teceived its proportionate share which was given to
needy families through the Welfare and Soldiers Relief
Departm.ents.
Net cost to Town $1,972.38
In closing this report I wish to thank Mr. James W.
Meehan and his staff of the W^orcester W. P. A. Office
for their courteous assistance, and also the various town
departments and W. P. A. workers for their cooperation
in carrying out this work.
Respectfully submitted,
E. E. LECLAIR,
Co-ordinator
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Report of
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Ten burial lots were sold during the year, five lots
accepted for perpetual care and forty graves opened. The
total amount collected and paid to the Town Treasurer
w^s S962.15.
In starting the spring work we were severely handLr
capped as a result of the hurricane damage. It was found
necessary to transfer $1000.00 from our sale of lots and
graves account for current use because of this conditioiL
The Cole lot was greatly damaged and was a distinct fire
hazard on account of its location being near several resi-
dential areas. Through the cooperation of the Board of
Selectmen the fallen trees suitable for lumber were saw^
ed and stored in the lower part of the Cemeterj'. This
lumber is now being used by all town departments Si$
needed.
A W. P. A. grant has been requested to take care of
the remaining cordwood and brush. The pine grove sit^
uated at the Cohasse Street entrance was made into a
full lot, pei-petual care section. This area was trenched
the depth of a grave, all ledge removed, loam and filling
added. It was landscaped so that the majority of lots
border one of the plantings. This is the best lot seci^ion
that has been developed in the Cemetery. There has
been a great need of a section like this for many years,.
This work was made financially possible by the bequest
of Merrick J. Brackett.
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It is with regret we announce the resignation of
Seaver M. Rice as one of the Commissioners. He has serv-
ed as Chairman since 1937. He has shown a great deal of
interest in the Cemetery giving unreservedly of his time
and effort during this period.
Respectfully submitted,
WARDWELL M. EDWARDS,
DANIEL T. MORRILL,
Cemetery Commission
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Report of
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Board of Selectmen,
•Southbridge, Mass.
The Town Engineer has the honor to submit his re-
port for the year 1939.
In our report for 1937, this department suggested a
construction program for the Town covering a number
of years. Below is a list of the headings into which the
work was divided and the percentage which the amount
•of work done since 1937 bears to the amount suggested.
Main Street Paving 200%
Sidewalks, Curb and Gutter 60%
Dirains 103%
Street Surfacing 35%
Roads 5-%
The 1938 flood which held back construction work
in general forced ahead the work on Main Street because
of the total loss of the wood blocks.
The work on sidewalks since 1937 has been done un-
der W. P. A. Since the W. P. A. has devoted almost all of
its labor during the past year to clearing up hurricane
damage in the woods no work at all has been done on
sidewalks.
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But it is hoped that work on this W. P. A. project
can be resumed this year.
x\rticles will be prepared for the Town meeting to
cover work which if voted will carry the plan through
1940.
Work was done in 1939 under this department in
cooperation with the Welfare Department as in 1938 and
with the same success.
t
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN G. CLARKE,
Town Engineer
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Report of
INSPECTOR OF WIRES
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen,
Gentlemen
:
I wish to submit the following report for the year
ending December 31, 1939.
Permits issued for new work 138
Permits issued for addition to old work 400
Inspections while work is in progress 1280
Recommendations to change wiring 70
New signs (window and street) 40
Temporary permits (Christmas decorations) . . . 124
I have enjoyed this busy year working with the
various contractors and the wonderful co-operation with
all property owners.
With competition so keen several out of town con-
tractors have wired numerous houses in town.
With the splendid co-operation received from Mr.
Dean, and Mr. Joslin of the Electric light company, par-
ticularly in rendering service after hours and Sundays.
Respectfully yours,
EMERY A. LAVALLEE
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Report of
TOWN TREASURER
For year ending December 30, 1939
Cash on Hand, Januaiy 1, 1939 $ 132.655.30
Receipts for 1939 $1,298,880.84
$1,431,536.14
1939 Disbursements 1,295,142.91
Balance. Cash on Hand-Dec. 30, 1939 S 136,393.23
FUNDED DEBT
l>u© * Date of Amount Outstanding
1^40 Denominated Issue of Loan Dec. 30, 1939
% 7,500.00 Vocation School Bonds 1922 $150,000.00 % 22.500.00
9.000.00 Eastford Rd. & West St.
School Bonds 1936 152.490.00 125.000.00
4,000.00 Northern District Elem.
School Bonds 1938 80.000.00 76.000.00
10,000.0 Storm Damage Loan 1939 40,000.00 40,000.0
te:\iporary loans
$100,000.00—^Anticipation of Revenue Loan—Due May 1. 1940.
50,000.00—Anticipation of Revenue Loan—Due July 10, 1940.
Respectfully submitted
NORBERT C. BENOIT
Town Treasurer
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CEMETERY FUND
J. 11 LCI v70 U
Book No. Depository Dec. 31, 1939 1939
24902 Dedham Inst, for Savings $ 2,000.00 $ 50.00
91607 Fitchburg Savings Bank 2,000.00 50.00
22841 Leominster Savings Bank 2,475.00 61.88
4541 iMillibury Savings Bank *1,530.00 35.27
32073 iNatick 5^Cent Savings Bank 2,500.00 75.00
8465 SouthlDridge Savings Bank 2,589.25 61.2'&
378 People's National Bank 1,000.00 25.00
150348 Springfield Inst, for Savings 2,000.00 50.00
1498 Salem 5^Cent Savings Bank 2,000.00 60.00
3791 Ware Savings Bank 2,000.00 60.00
11619 Webster 5jCent Savings Bank 4,714.68 122.14
54964 (Worcester 5Cent Savings Bank 2,000.00 50.00
91964 Cambridge Savings Bank 3,000.00 75.00
170011 Charleetown 5^Cent Savings # 2,000.00 45.00
49i264 Gardner Savings Bank 3,000.00 75.00
82904 Lynn Inst, for Savings Bank 2,000.00 55.00
30302 Newburyport 5-'Cent Savings Bank 3,000.00 75.00
183325 New Bedford 5-'Cent Savings Bank 2,000.00 50.00
29044 Winchendon Savings Bank 2,000.00 60.00
93327 • Worcester North Savings Bank 2,175.00 54.36
43927 Attleborough Savings Bank Closed out 25.00
239 & 1057 Worcester Co-operative Bank 4,000.00 100.83
A15753 &
12571 Workingmen's Co-operative Bank 4,000.00 120.00
6917 &
17538 Merchants Co-operative Bank 4,000.00 105.00
819 Matta/pan Co-operative Bank 2,000.00 80.00
845 & 3934 Mt. Wasliington Co-operative Bank 4,000.00 125.00
200 & 237 Congress Co-operative Bank 4,000.00 130.80
457 iSouthbridge Co-oiperative Bank 2,000.00 20.00
Totals $69,983.93 $1,896.54
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Cemetery Fund as of January 1, 1939 $69,758.93
Added to fund, 1939 225.00
Cemetery Fund as of December 31, 1939 $69,983.93
* This amount includes a contingent claim of $3&3.37.
Respectfully submitted,
NORBERT C. BENOIT
Treasurer
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TRUIST FUNDS
Balance Int. Balance
Book No. Depository Jan. 1, 1939 1939 Dec. 31, 1939*
MARY MYNOTT FUND
46690 Southbridge Savings Bank $1,000.00 $25.00 $1,000.00
BOYER FUND
31084 Soutli'bridge Savings Bank $ 334.65 $ 8.52 $ 347.35
JESSE J. ANGELL FUND
47690 Southbridge Savings Bank $1,122.82 $33.01 .$1,155.83
ELLA M. COLE FUND
45612 Attleborough Savings Bank $1,000.00 $25.00 $1,000.00
94985 Cambridge Savings Bank $1,000.00 $25.00 $1,000.00
176397 Charleston 5-Cent Savings !$1,000.00 $22.50 $1,000.00
HANNAH M. EDWARDS CEMETERY FUND
The First National Bank of Boston,
Trustee $5,000.00 $115.00 $5,000.00
Respectfully submitted,
NORBERT C. BENOIT
Treasurer
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Report of the SEALER of
WEIGHTS and MEASURES
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
The following is a report of work performed for
1939:
SCALES Adjust. Sealed C'nd'mn
Counter scales under 100 lbs. 44
Platform scales over 5000 lbs. 3
Platform scales under 5000 lbs. 27
Counter scale over 100 lbs. 1
Beam scales 2
Spring scales under 100 lbs. 5 56 1
Computing scales under 100 lbs. 55
Personal weighing scales 12
Prescription scales 6
WEIGHTS
Avoirdupois 208
Apothecary 60
Metric 35
LIQUID MEASURES Sealed
Gasoline pumps (hand) 1
Gasoline meters 78
Stops on pumps 5
Tank trucks and bulk plant meters 14
Yard sticks 9
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TRIAL WEIGHINGS and MEASUREMENTS
of COMMODITIES
Tested Correct Under Over
Bread 187 184 3
Flour 26 25 1
Lard 53 53
Meats 225 225
Potatoes 81 73 8
COURT CASES
Two cases brought to court and fined.
SUMMARY OF INSPECTIONS
Peddlers licenses 10
Bread 187
Food packages 425
Transient vendors 2
Peddlers scales 10
G. R. LARIVIERE, Sealer
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REPORT OF AN AUDIT
OF THE
A CCOUNTS
OF THE
TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1939
Made in Accordance with the Provisions of
Chapter 44, General Laws
February 14, 1940
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Department of Corporations and Taxation
Division of Accounts
State House, Boston
February 14, 1940
To the Board of Selectmen
Dr. Hervey L. Desmarais, Chairman
Southbridge, Mass.
Gentlemen:
I submit herewith my report of an atidit of the books
and accounts of the town of Southbridge for the year
ending December 31, 1939, made in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 44, General Laws. This is in the
form of a report made to me by Mr. Herman B. Dine,
Assistant Director of Accounts.
Very truly yours,
THEODORE N. WADDELL,
Director of Accounts
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Mr. Theodore N. Waddell
Director of Accounts
Department of Corporations and Taxation
State House, Boston
Sir:
As directed by you, I have made an audit of the
books and accounts of the town of Southbridge for the
fiscal year ending December 31, 1939 and report thereom
as follows:
The records of financial transactions of the several
departments receiving or disbursing money for the town,
or committing bills for collection, were examined, check-
ed and verified by a comparison with the reports and the
records in the town accountant's office.
The accountant's ledger was analyzed, the approprl-
ation accounts being checked to the town meeting records
of appropriations and transfers voted. A' balance sheet,
showing the financial condition of the town on December
31, 1939, was prepared and is appended to this report.
As may be seen from the balance sheet, there was a
revenue deficit at the end of the year amounting to
$1,921.03 which should be provided for in 1940. This de-
ficit is due to the fact that the amount which was es-
timated by the assessors to be received in 1939 from re-
sources other than taxation and which was used by them
as a deduction from the amount to be raised by taxation
was $4,400.43 more than the actual receipts from these
sources in 1939. This deficit, however, was partially off-
set by unexpended appropriation balances, leaving a net
revenue deficit for the year of $1,921.03.
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In addition to the revenue deficit, the balance sheet
shows overdrafts totahng $13,355.01 which are contrary
to Section 31, Chapter 44, General Laws. Included in this
sum are overdrafts of $4,331.36 in Chapter 90, highway-
accounts, which could have been avoided by the issuance
of a note by the treasurer in anticipation of reimburse-
ment by the State and County, under authority of Sec-
tion 6A, Chapter 44, General Laws, as has been recom-
mended in previous audit reports.
The books and accounts of the town treasurer were
examined and checked in detail. The receipts, as record-
ed, were compared with the records of the town account-
ant and with the records of the departments making pay-
ments to the treasurer, while the payments by the treas-
urer were checked with the sele-ctmen's warrants author-
izing disbursement of town funds.
The cash book additions were verified and the treas-
arer's cash balance on January 10, 1940, was proved by
a reconciliation of the bank balances with statements fur-
nished by the banks of deposit and by actual count of the
cash in the office.
The tax title deeds on hand were listed and the
amounts transferred to the tax title account were veri-
iied.
The payments on account of debt and interest were
-verified by a comparison with the amounts falling due
and with cancelled securities on file.
The securities and savings bank books, representing
the investment of trust and municipal contributory re-
tirement system funds in the custody of the treasurer
Were examined and listed, the income being proved and
the withdrawals verified.
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The books and accounts of the tax collector were ex-
amined and checked. The tax accounts outstanding at the
time of the previous examination were audited, and all
subsequent commitment lists were added and reconciled
with the warrants of the assessors committing the taxes
for collection.
The collector's pajTnents to treasurer were verified
by a comparison with the treasurer's cash book, the abate-
ments were checked with the assessors' abatement
records, and the outstanding accounts were listed and
proved with the accountant's ledger.
The outstanding accounts were verified by sending
notices to a number of persons whose names appeared on
the books as owing money to the town, and from the re-
plies received, it appears that the accounts, as listed, are
correct.
The records of licenses issued by the selectmen,
town clerk, and the health department were examined
and checked, and the payments to the State and the town
were verified.
The surety bonds of the treasurer, collector, and the
town clerk were examined and found to be in proper form.
The attention of the town clerk is called to the pro-
visions of Section 15, Chapter 41, General Laws, which
states that **the town clerk shall record all votes passed
at town meetings held during his term of office . . . "
For audit purposes it was necessary to use the list of ap-
propriations which the town clerk submitted to the town
accountant, since no entries were made in the tovra clerk's
record book of meeting held during the year 1939.
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It is recommended that all departments receiving
money for the town pay the same over to the treasurer
at frequent intervals, as required by Section 53, Chapter
44, General Laws.
In addition to the departments mentioned, the books
and accounts of the sealer of weights and measures and
of the public welfare, school, library, and cemetery de-
partments were examined and checked, and the pay-
ments to the treasurer v/ere verified.
For the cooperation extended by the several town
officials during the process of the audit, I wish, on be-
half of my assistants and myself, to express appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
HERMAN B. DINE,
Assistant Director of Accounts
ANNUAL REPORT
of the
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURES
For the year Ended
Dec. 31, 1939
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1939 RECEIPTS
GENERAL REVENUE
Taxes
:
Current Year
Poll $ 10,206.00
Personal 78,867.32
Real Estate 342,959.41
Motor Vehicle Excise 28,622.33
460,655.06
Previous Years
Poll 22.00
Personal 3,878.00
Real Estate 66,892.29
Motor Vehicle Excise 592.89
71,385.18
From State
Income Tax 33,202.10
Income Tax—Chap. 362; Ac-
counts of 1936 1,427.17 ,
'
Corporation Tax—^Chap. 58;
Section 20 G. L.—Business 33,179.95
Corporation Tax—Business
.
. 997.94
68,807.ia
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GENERAL REVENUE (Continued)
Xiicenses & Permits:
Licenses
:
Liquors 13,106.00
Pedlars and Hawkers 53.50
Sunday Store 162.00
Pool, Billiard and Bowling
. . 186.00
Milk and Oleomargarine .... 72.50
Junk Dealers 165.00
Auctioneers 14.00
Common Victualers, Innhold-
ers, Auto Dealers, and All
Other 318.00
14,077.00
Permits
:
Garage, Gasoline Permits . . . 121.75
Roller Skating, Skeet Shoot-
ing, Firearms, etc 45.50
167.25
Fines & Forfeits
:
Court Fines:
. 942.00
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GENERAL REVENUE (Continued)
Grants & Gifts:
Vocational Education & Amer-
icanization Classes 9,706.39
Smith Hughes—School Fund . 3,247.83
George Deen—School Fund . . . 12,355.18
25,309.40
County—Dog Licenses 1,470.53
Highway Aid—State and County
Highway Gas Tax Refund
—Chap. 232 22,373.62
Chapter 90
State 8,724.47
County 4,946.77
13,671.24
Federal—P. W. A. School Project 49,000.00
All Other General Revenue
Tax Demands 126.35
Marcy St. Sale of Land 5,200.00
TOTAL GENERAL REVENUE 733,184.79
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COMMERCIAL REVENUE
Departmental
:
General Government:
Selectmen 4.71
Town Hall Rental 680.00
684.71
Protection of Persons & Property:
Police—Station Rental 2,475.00
Police—Sale of 1938 Ford
444.00
Police—Sale of 1939 Ford 200.00
Police—All Other 11.00
Fire—Sale of Old Materials.. 124.39
Sealer of Weights & Measures 114.39
Ambulance—Rental Fees . . . 260.00
Health and Sanitation
Contagious Diseases & Tuber-
2,678.99
781.00
Sewer Dept.—Sale of Tractor 150.00
Sewer Dept.—Sale of Gasoline 3.20
Highways
:
Sale of Old Materials 13.07
Machinery Rental 1,171.37
Miscellaneous .40
3,628.78
3,613.19
1,184.84
Public Welfare and Charities:
Reimbursements from Indi-
viduals 153.10
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COJVIIMERCIAL REVENUE (Continued)
Public Welfare & Charities—continued
Reimbursements from Cities
& Towns 1,331.16
Reimbursements from State . 12,223.13
Aid to Dependent Children
From State 219.18
From Federal Grant 2,961.97
Old Age Assistance
From Cities & Towns 903.14
From State 18,209.33
From Federal Grant 27,538.81
63,539.82
Soldiers' Benefits:
State Aid 860.00
Military Aid 280.00
1,140.00
Schools
:
Tuition—High & Cole Trade
Schools 17,210.44
Sale of Books and Supplies . . 358.41
Telephone Calls 4.25
17,573.10
Library
:
Fines 600.25
Unclassified
:
Insurance Account 50.00
Total Departmental Revenue 92,014.69
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COM.AIERCLAL REVENUE (Continued)
Special Assessments
Sewer Assessments
Appr'd. Sewers . . 1,140.74
Unappr'd. Sewers 1,474.39
Sewer Assessment
Paid in Advance 55.74 2,S70JS7
Sidewalk Assessments
Appr'd. Sidewalks 75.78
Unapprd. Sidewalks 1,678.34 1,754.12
Total Assessments Revenue 4.424.99^
Interest
Taxes: 2,575.63
Excise .98
Accrued Interest
—
Storm Damage
Loan 5.56
Special Assessments
Sidewalks — Com-
mitted & Added
Interest IS. So
Sewers — Commit-
ted 193.65
Sewers— Added In-
terest 94.96
Ti-ust and Invest-
ment Funds 2,011.54
Ella M. Cole (needy
school children) . . 72.50
Mai-y Mynott ( Li-
brary ) 25.00
Total Interest , 4,99S.6S
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COMMERCIAL REVENUE (Continued)
Municipal Indebtedness
Temporary Loans
Anticipation of Revenue 420,000.00
General Loans
Storm Damage Loan 40,000.00
Premium on Loans 123.60'
Total Municipal Indebtedness 460,123.60
Cemeteries
:
Sale of Lots & Graves 355.00
Graves Opened 365.00
Foundations Installed 17.15
Total Cemetery Revenue 737.15
Agency, Trust and Investment:
Agency
:
Dog License Fees—for County 1,607.00
Trust and Investment:
Cemetery Perpetual Care . . . 225.00
Total Agency, Trust and Investment 1,832.00
Refunds
:
Taxes 4.00
General Departments:
Engineering 25.00
Public Welfare 559.91
Aid Dependent Children 56.00
Old Age Assistance 510.83
Old Age Assistance—Federal
Grant 57.00
Soldiers' Benefits 56.00
Libraries i 15.30
Insurance Account 233.88
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Refunds-Cont.
1938 Outstanding Bills Ac-
count 15.71
Estimated Receipts 31.31
Total Refunds 1,564.94
Total Commercial Revenue 565,675.77
Total General & Commercial Revenue 1,298,880.84
Cash on Hand Jan. 1, 1939. Gen-
eral Cash 77,036.78
P. W. A. Cash 55,618.52 132,655.30
1,431,536.14
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EXPENDITURES
General Government
Moderator
:
Salary
Selectmen
:
Salaries & Wages
Chairman 550.00
2 Members
,
900.00
Clerk 600.00
2,050.00
Other Expenses
Stationery & Postage 74.13
Printing & Adver-
tising 50.12
Travel, Auto Hire
etc 43.13
Telephones 134.97
Office Equipment.. 136.07
Funeral Flowers . . 5.00
Taxi Drivers' Badges 29.85
Traffic Census ... 3.50
Typewriter Repairs 7.50
Association Dues . 6.00
Recording Fees . . . 5.31
495.58
40.00=
2,545,58
Accountant
:
Salary of Accountant 2,000.00
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Other Expenses
Stationery & Postage 26.65
Printing & Adver-
tising 18.60
Telephone 27.95
Numbering Machine 12.20
Lock for file 3.00
File Blocks 2.80
Adding Machine . . 143.29
Adding Machine
Rental 49.00
Binding Books &
Records 34.50
Comptometer Work 12.95
Mimeograph Forms 5.00
Maintenance of Ma-
chines 17.00
Association Dues
. 12.00
Association Meet-
ings 29.78
Electric Cord Coil
Springs 1.75
396.47
2,396.47
Treasurer
Salaries & Wages
Treasurer
Clerk
1,500.00
525.00
Other Expenses
Stationery & Postage
Printing & Adver-
tising
114.55
106.32
2.50Travel Expense . .
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Recording Fees .... 150.00
Telephone 37.65
Surety Bonds & In-
surance 292.60
Check Writer 127.50
Bookcase of Doors
for cabinet 17.55
Certification of Notes 51.00
Electric Fan 1.89
Repairing Adding
Machine 8.50
1939 Law Supple-
ment 14.94
925.00
Tax Collector
Salaries & Wages
Collector 1,800.00
Clerk 900.00
Other Expenses
Stationery & Postage 384.17
Printing & Adver-
tising 257.39
Telephone 43.00
Surety Bonds & In-
surance 486.72
Office Equip't &
Furnishings 45.65
Maintenance of
Equipment 6.50
Travel & Auto Ex-
pense 84.54
2,950.00
2,700.00
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Binding of Records 40.00
Deputy Collectors'
Fees 20.00
1,367.47
4.067.3f
Assessors
Salaries & Wages
2 Members 900.00
Clerk of Board 1,800.00
Clerks 199.4S
2,899.«
Other Expenses
Stationery & Postage 19.57
Printing &: Adver-
tising 77.90
Travel & Auto Ex-
penses 216.90
Telephone 38.13
Office Equipment . 185.34
Publication Sub-
scriptions 10.00
Abstracts & Deed
Recordings 104.58
652.42
3.551.90
Town Clerk
Salary of Town Clerk 1.140.00
Other Expenses
Stationery & Postage 72.12
Printing & Adver-
tising 27.60
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Telephone S2.ll
Surety Bond 7.50
Office Equip 't &
Furnishings 269.07
Travel Expenses &
Asso'n Dues 32.15
Repairing pens etc. 2.79
Election & Registration
Salaries &, Wages
Board : 3 Members . 100.00
Board Clerk 100.00
Relisting & Clerical 725.13
Relisting by Board 173.00
Election Officers,
Counters & Tellers 1,031.00
Other Expenses
Stationen,- & Postage 7.91
Printing & Adver-
tising 338.91
Printing Lists of
Names 485.00
Meals 162.25
Auto Hire 1.60
New Equip't 57.00
Binders 10.00
All Others 8.20
493.34
1.633.34
2,129.13
1,070.87
3,200.00
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Law Department
Salary* of Town Counsel 800.00
Engineering
Salaries & Wage?
Engineer 2.500.00
Assistant Engineer 216.47
Helpers, etc 2.25S.95
4,975.42
Office Exi>enses
Stationery & Post-
age & Supplies 129.33
Office Equip't 10.29
Telephone 41.88
1S1.50
Field Expenses
Materials &, Sup-
plies 136.91
Equip't & Main-
tenance 15.61
Travel, Auto Hire
etc 183.77
336.29
5,493.21
Town Hall
Salar>' of Janitor . . 1,560.00
Helpers 9.00
1.569.00
Other Expenses
Fuel 1.249.78
Light 790.30
Janitors' Supplies &
Equipment 193.79
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Repairs 581.24
Water Service (9
mos.) 29.60
Moving Assessors'
Office Equip't & Safe 48.00
All Others 14.50
2,907.21
Annex (Elm St. School)
Fuel 35.78
Light 6.04
Water 38.78
Repairs 11.77
92.37
Total General Government
Protection of Persons & Property
Police Department
Salaries & Wages
Chief 2,400.00
Patrolmen 26,279.96
Special PoHce 1,891.06
Special Traffic Duty 192.93
Caretaker of Station 1,199.28
Equipment of Maintenance
Motor Equipment
Maintenance 221.09
Gasoline Oil etc. . . 536.63
Equipment for Men 125.62
Photography & Finger Printing
Equipment & Sup-
plies 263.84
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Drag Hooks 4.50
Cartridges 81.00
Settee & Clock for
Station 48.05
1,280.78
Horse Hi^-e 30.00
Fuel 345.31
Light 229.59
Maintenance of Building & Grounds
Repairs 115.10
Janitors' Supplies . 152.26
Water Service .... 33.80
Rubbish Removal . 18.50
Soap Dispenser . . . 2.84
Miscellaneous Items 5.34
Prisoners' & Officers' Expenses
Officers' Travel Ex-
penses 69.46
Feeding, Care etc.
of Prisoners 365.55
Traffic Control Expenses
Labor on signs,
posts, etc 62.80
Materials, Supplies,
Paint etc 245.53
Street Signs etc. . . 50.40
Other Expenses
St ationery. Postage
and Printing 123.52
Telephone System
etc 1,288.96
327.84
435.01
358.73
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Ldability & Miscellaneous
Ins. on Motor Equip. 129.14
Marksmanship Bars,
Entrance Fees &
A^so'n. Dues 27.27
Miscellaneous Items. 5.95
New Automotive Equipment
1939 Ford Tudor . . . 764.58
1940 Ford Tudor . . . 759.68
Lettering, etc 20.00
Fire Department
Salaries & Wages
Chief 2,400.00
Deputy Chief 350.00
Ass*t & Deputy
Chief — Permanent
Firemen 2,054.43
Other Permanent
Men 15,083.98
Call Firemen 3,192.50
Supt. of Alarm 300.00
Ass't Clerk 25.00
Equipment, Maintenance & Repairs
Equipment for Men 142.19
Hose Harnesses for
Men 22.50
1,574.84
1,544.26
38,089.54
23,405.91
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Nozzles, Shut-Off
Valves & Suction
.
Hose 70.78
Battery Charger . . 24.00
Apparatus Repairs 164.07
Gasoline, Oil etc. . 197.56
Alarm Boxes, System
etc. 247.69
Polishing Brush &
Rags 8.11
876.90
Hydrant Service 13,795.98
Fuel 437.75
Light 238.87
Water Service 55.74
Maintenance of Buildings & Grounds
Repairs 172.41
Furniture & Fur-
nishings 11.18
Laundry Work 79.40
Janitors' Supplies etc. 61.99
324.98
Other Expenses
Stationery, Postage
& Printing 31.73
Telephones 132.98
.
Over-hauling Type-
writer 10.00
Food etc 3.65
178.36
39,314.49
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Forest Fire Department
Salary of Warden . . 200.00
Wages Paid fighting
fires 51.21
251.21
Other Expenses
Apparatus Maint'ce 91.58
Team Hire 1.50
Material & SuppHes 46.15
139.23
Sealer of Weights & Measures
Salary of Sealer 1,050.00
Other Expenses
Fountain Pen 2.75
Record Book & Forms 22.69
Printing & Adver-
tising 19.46
Automobile Travel
Allowance 199.40
Dies etc 5.70
250.00
1,300.00
Animal Inspector 93.75
Dog Officers' Expenses 97.30
Game Warden 100.00
Building Inspector 200.00
Wiring Inspector
Salary of Inspector ....,> ' 300.00
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Other Expenses
Travel Expense . . 48.07
Equipment — Test
Board 10.75
Printing & Supplies 27.75
Planting & Trimming Trees
Salaries & Wages
Tree Warden 281.50
Labor 143.50
Other Expenses
Tools, Mat. & Misc.
Supplies 133.63
Tree Food 24.50
Truck Hire 16.50
86.57
386.57
425.00
174.63
599.63
Oypsy & Brown Tail Moth Extermination
Salaries & Wages
Superintendent .... 96.00
Labor 94.00
190.00
Automobile Hire . . 10.00
200.00
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Ambulance Department
Repairs & Maintenance 32.81
Gasoline, Oil, etc. 39.75
Laundry & Supplies 45.98
118.54
Street Lighting
Total Protection of Persons & Property 94,212.7a
HEALTH & SANITATION
Health
Salaries & Wages
Physician of Board 300.00
Agent 500.00
School Physician . . 500.00
Nurse 1,600.00
Plumbing Inspector 1,656.01
Slaughtering 350.00
Food & Provision . 75.01
Milk 125.00
Dentists—Dental Clinic 700.00
5,806.02
General Administration
Stationery & Postage 24.40
Printing & Adver-
tising 261.49
Telephone 48.41
Office Furnishing
& Equipment 63.33
Typists at T. B.
Clinic 28.00
Lettering office doors 5.00
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Paper Towels, cups,
- maps, prints, express
etc 17.76
448.39
Quarantine & Contagious Diseases
Medical Attendance 59.50
Drugs & Medicines 64.47
Dry Goods & Clothing 22.53
Groceries, Provis-
ions, Milk etc. .
. . 168.48
Hospital Care 357.59
Transportation of
Patients 75.75
Laundry & Misc.
Items 6.22
Cities & Towns
—
—Aid Rendered . 103.57
State & County Sana-
torium 4,733.50
Vital Statistics
Birth Returns 73.25
Death Returns 33.50
Travel Expenses & Allowances
Nurse's Expenses . 96.90
Slaughtering Inspec-
tion 232.00
Other Expenses
Dental Chnic Sup-
plies, etc 11.22
Miscellaneous 3.53
5,591.61
106.75
328.90
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Milk Inspection
Equipment 46.00
Creneral
Lalbor (Caretaker
&Ass't.) 2,388.00
Electric Installation 115.55
Materials, Supplies,
Tools, etc 153.73
Gasoline, Oil, Truck
& Tractor Mainten-
ance 210.49
Lights 6.75
Lettering Office Door 1.75
60.75
Refuse & Garbage
Garbage Collection by Contract 2,000.00
Refuse—See Highway Dept.
Sewer Maintenance
Administration
Commissioners 300.00
Special Engineering
Service 104.50
Stationery, Printing
& Postage 29.38
Telephone 35.06
Advertising 30.00
Miscellaneous Items 2.00
14,342.42
200.94
2,876.27
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New Equipment
International F-14 Tractor 996.60
4,373.81
TOTAL HEALTH & SANITATION 18,716.23
HIGHWAYS, SNOW & ICE, &
CHAPTER 90 MAINTENANCE
Highways, Streets & Sidewalks
General Administration
Salary of Superintendent 1,800.00
Other Expenses
Telephone . 127.64
Stationery, Postage
& Supplies 72.62
New Equip't & Fur-
nishings 159.35
Add'g Machine Rental 15.00
374.61
General Expenses
Labor 17,741.95
Truck & Team Hire 0.00
Stone, Gravel, Ma-
terials & Supplies,
2,028.53
Tools & Equipment
Repairs 129.89
Hose: 40' of 21/2";
50' of 34" 306.98
Welding & Cutting
Outfit 77.00
Chains & Grab Hooked 89.47
Scarifier Teeth etc. 74.73
Air Compressor
124.28
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Surfacing Material,
Tarvia, Road Oil,
etc 5,436.15
Laurel Street Grad-
ing & Re-surfacing 638.64
26,647.62
Automotive—Equip't Maint'ce & Operation
Maintenance & Re-
pairs 788.53
Gasoline, Oil, etc. . . 1,465.67
Registration & In-
surance 352.73
2,606.93
Buildings & Grounds
Maintenance & Re-
pairs 267.75
Fuel & Light 179.18
Water Service .... 11.53
458.46
Equipment Rental
Power Shovel Rental 50.00
Compressor Rental. 21.50
71.50
Town Dump & Rubbish
Labor (Caretaker etc.) 375.00
Rental of Grounds 125.00
Rubbish Collection—Contract 1,400.00
Snow & Ice Removal
Labor 6,962.72
Truck Hire 1,290.00
Tools & Equipment 696.93
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Truck Maint'ce, Gas
& Oil 556.47
Snow Fences 68.60
Sand & Gravel 237.20
Plowing & Sanding
County Roads 102.49
Fuel 56.00
Attaching Plows to
Equip't. 27.31
Wicks for flares .
.
1.76
3,036.76
9,999.48
New Road Machinery & Maintenance
1939 Ford Truck . . 1,322.50
Cement Mixer
—
Portable 262.35
1,584.85
Repairs, Parts, Fires,
& Tubes Repairs etc. 572.29
Batteries 35.88
Tractor Wheels
. . . 70.07
Fires & Tubes 418.63
Hydrauhc Lifts etc. 252.87
1.349.74
2,934.59
Chapter 90 Maintenance
(State & County Aid)
Contract No. 6621 of 1938)
Worcester Street
Labor 124.50
Materials & Supphes 111.29
Truck Hire 107.00
342.79
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North Woodstock Road
Labor 458.75
Materials & Supplies 226.27
Truck Hire 176.00
861.02
Hamilton Street
Labor & Truck Hire 12.00
Sandersdale Road
Labor 70.50
Truck Hire 69.00
Materials & Supplies 97.40
236.90
Contract No. 7193 of 1939
Worcester Street
Labor 530.00
Materials & Sup-
plies 554.39
Truck Hire 253.00
1,337.39
North Woodstock Road
Labor 270.00
Materials & Sup-
plies 6.75
Truck Hire 64.00
340.75
Sandersdale Road
Labor 188.00
Materials & Sup-
plies 30.73
Truck Hire 23.00
241.73
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Hamilton & River Streets
Labor 78.00
Truck Hire 12.00
90.00
3,462^
Total Highways, Snow & Ice & Chap.
90 Maintenance 50,255.7f
CHARITIES, SOLDIERS' BENEFITS &
SOCIAL WELFARE (W. P. A.)
Public Welfare Department
Administration Salaries
Salary of Board . . 600.00
Salary of Agent . . 1,000.00
Salary of Clerk . . . 400.00
Salary of Child Wel-
fare Supervision . 520.00
2,520.00
I
Administration Expense
Printing, Stationery
&
'Postage 177.56
Office Equipment . 27.05
Automobile Allowance 300.00
Other Travel Allow-
ance & Exp 97.58
Telephones 138.11
Typewriter & Add'g. Machine
Maintenance 13.00
Miscellaneous Items 13.07
766.37
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Outside Relief by Town
Groceries & Provis-
ions 19,463.54
Fuel 2,344.51
Board & Care—Pri-
vate Homes 4,817.00
Board & Care—State
Institutions 527.71
Board & Care—Pri-
vate Institutions . 800.75
Medical x^ttendance
& Medicine 4,935.21
Hospital Care 2,500.87
Cash Grants to In-
dividuals 6,010.50
Rents 4,437.36
Clothing, Shoes etc. 1,612.02
Household Furnishings,
& Furniture Moving 55.00
Burials 600.00
48,104.47
Relief given by Other Cities & Towns
Cities 2,718.68
Towns 6,387.93
9,106.61
All Other Expense
Truck Maintenance 240.95
<?asoline. Oil, etc. . 106.74
347.69
Electric Power at Infirmary 60.00
Water Service 27.65
Warehouse Service—Supplies
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Commodities 96.00
Miscellaneous Items 65.78
Aid to Dependent Children by Town
Administration Salaries
Salary of Agent 500.00
Administration Expense
Office Supplies, forms,
Postage etc 83.04
Office Linoleum . . 110.00
193.04
[ Aid given by Town
Cash Grants to In-
dividuals 13,805.73
61,094.57
14,498.77
Aid to Dependent Children
—
Federal Grants
Administration Salaries
Various Persons & Clerks 119.75
Administration Expenses
Postage, Stationery
& Supplies 6.52
Extra Automobile Al-
lowance 45.00
51.52
Aid Given—Cash Grants 1,231.00
1,402.27
Old Age Assistance by Town
Administration Salaries
Salary of Board . . 309.00
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Salary of Agent . . 500.00
Salary of Clerk . . 500.00
1,300.00
Administrative Expenses
Printing, Stationery
& Postage 4.25
Re-imbursement to
State 133.50
137.75
Aid Given
Medical Care &
Medicine 263.29
Cash Grants 31,508.20
Board & Care—In-
dividuals 612.50
32,383.99
Aided by Cities & Towns 960.18
Old Age Assistance - Federal
Grants
Administrative Salaries
34,781.92
Salary of
Board 100.00
Salary of
300.00
Salary of
Clerk 100.00
Salary of
Other Clerks 222.00
722.00
Administrative Expenses
Printing, Station-
ery & Postage
. . 14.18
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Travel Expenses
to Worcester
. . 3.00 17.18
Aid Given—Cash
Grants 25,704.19
26,443,37
Infirmary or Town Farm
Salary of Superin-
intendent 1,800.00
Other Expenses
Groceries & Pro-
visions 2,433:65
Household Furn-
ish i n g s , Dry
Goods & Clothing 279.45
Buildings &
Grounds 417.05
Fuel & Light 634.94
Medical Atte n d -
ance & SuppHes 184.11
Telephone 38.76
Miscellaneous
Items 11.45 3,999.41
5,799,41
Soldiers' Benefits
State Aid—Cash
Grants
Military Aid—Cash
Grants
,
Soldiers Relief Ad-
ministration E X -
penses
900.00
870.00
24.38
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Relief Expenses
Fuel 379.43
Groceries &
Provisions 2,676.34
Rents 433.19
Cash Grants 2,186.75
Medical Attend-
ance & Medicine 1,450.72
Clothing 305.12 7,431.55
Soldiers' Burials 100.00
Social Welfare—W. P. A.
General Administration
Salaries & Wages
Co-ordinator 1,200.00
Clerks 782.60
Compensation
Clerk 523.00 2,505.60
Other Expenses
Stationery, Post-
age etc 3.90
Travel & Automo-
bile Exp 558.31
Telephone 21.87
Truck Main. & Eic-
pense 389.26
Gasoline, Oil etc. 695.86
Liability Insurance 51.38
Repairs to Garage
Doors 32.00
Administering
Oaths 12.50 1,765.08
9,325.93
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Projects:
Sidewalks
Materials & Sup-
plies 121.83
Labor 34.25 156.08
Women's Sewing
Materials & Sup-
plies 1,617.99
Town Records
Materials & Sup-
plies 199.21
Everett & Elm St. Sewer
Material & Sup-
plies 372.00
Labor 162.80
Truck Hire 58.25
etc 323.83 916.88
Country Roads
Materials & Sup-
plies 1,050.89
Labor 748.89
Truck Hire 489.38
Drilling Blast! n g
etc 277.52 2,566.68
Book Binding
Materials & Sup-
plies 24.42
Miscellaneous 16.15 40.57
Forest Fire Hazard
Materials & Sup-
plies 469.07
Labor 539.75
Truck Hire 1.50
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Certificat ion of
Names 15.00 1,025.32
Inventory of Town Property
Materials & Sup-
plies 43.89
Miscellaneous 3.88 47.77
Sawing Fallen Trees
Town Streets, etc 53.98
Surplus Commodi-
ties Division 267.89
Dresser St. Playground
Materials & Sup-
plies 14.38
Labor 6.75
Truck Hire 2.98 24.11
Toys—New & Repaired
Materials & Sup-
plies 1,24.52
West St. Wall
Materials & Sup-
plies 697.38
Labor 87.55
Tr;ick Hire 1,358.87
Transportation . . . 178.10 2,321.90
National Youth Ad-
ministration Su-
pervision 55.00
Cole Lot Lumber Salvage
Contractor 308.58
Labor — Milling .. 858.09
Labor — Logging
& Lumbering . . . 1,538.88
Labor — Storing
etc. , . . . 580.75 6,386.30
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Clark Street Sewer
Materials & Sup-
plies 101.41
Labor 63.60 165.01
20,239.89
Total Charities, Soldiers' Benefits & Social
Welfare 173,586.13
SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES
Schools
General Control Salaries
Salary of Supt'd. . . 4.100.00
Salary of Clerk . . 1,450.00
Attendance Officer 350.00
Other Clerical As-
sistance 26.00 5,926.00
General Control Expenses
Printing. Station-
ery & Postage . . 281.27
Telephone 92.55
Traveling Expense 209.98
School Census . . . 100.21
Books, Periodicals,
etc
,
8.40
Miscellaneous
. . . 24.23 725.64
Instruction Salaries
High School Prin-
cipal 3,233.36
High School Teach-
ers 63,407.97
Elementary Teach-
Evening Teachers 557.50
Hous e h o I d Art
Teachers 3,069.26
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Continuation
Teachers 365.05
Visual Education
Teachers 14.00
Salesmanship
Course Teachers 56.00 97,644.65
Instruction Expense
High School:
Text & Reference
Books 1,627.69
Supplies 2,688.81
Typewriters, Add-
ing Machine etc. 696.72
Elementary Schools:
Text & Reference
Books 1,298.84
Supplies 2,035.55
Manual Dep a r t -
merit Equip, etc. 260.51
Household Arts:
Materials & Sup-
plies 106.44
Continuation Classes:
Materials & Sup-
pHes 42.07
Evening Classes:
Materials & Sup-
plies 4.25 8,760.88
Operation of Plant Salaries
High School Janitor 2,887.12
Elementary School
Janitor 5,968.83
Evening School
Janitors 87.00
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9,203.98
Janitors, Help er s
and others 261.03
Operation of Plant Expense
Fuel, Light and Water
High School 3,004.17
Elementary 5,749.47
Evening 35.00
Telephones
High 81.52
Elementary 297.73
Janitors' Supplies
High 129.04
Elementary 714.21
Evening 1.98
Miscellaneous .... 80.87 10,093.99
Maintenance of Plant Expense
Buildings, Grounds & Equipment
High — Repairs . . 1,845.35
Repairs—Labor . . . 453.25
Elementary 1,547.47
New Fences & Ground
Imp 574.48
Auxiliary Agencies Salaries
School Physician
. 1,200.00
School Nurse 1,450.00
Clerk in Principal's
Office 1,031.64
Auxiliary Agencies Expenses
Medical Supplies . . 31.23
Telephone 36.50
Transportation of Pu-
pils 6,786.52
4,420.55
3,681.64
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Transportation of
Nurse 200.00
Transportation of
Teachers 183.83
Tuition — Other
Schools 138.88
7,376.96
New Furniture Furnishings etc.
High 1,053.27
Elementary 1,646.42
2,699.69
Other Expenses
Graduation Exercises,
Diplomas etc 181.47
Misc. Printing and
Postage 26.75
Miscellaneous Items 12.20
220.42
Total High & Elementary Schools 150,754.40
Robert H. Cole Trade School
General Salaries and Control
Salary of Director 3,780.88
Salary of Clerk .. 1,304.75
Salary of Instruc-
tors 15,290.85
Salaries of Janitors
& Helpers 1,327.92
21,704.40
General Expense
Telephone, Postage,
Stationery etc. . . 198.84
Traveling Expenses 79.48
278.32
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Instruction Expense
Textbooks, Materials
& Supplies 2,644.43
Shop Equipment . . 2,326.51
4,970.94
Maintenance Buildings & Grounds
Repairs 848.38
Janitors' Supplies . 65.53
All Other Items . . 192.12
1,106.03
Other Expenses
Fuel, Light and Wa-
ter 1,180.46
Furnishings & Furni-
ture 330.04
Miscellaneous Print-
ing 3.50
Graduation Exercises,
Diplomas, etc. . . . 45.37
1,559.37
Evening Classes
Instructors' Salaries 1,017.60
Materials & Sup-
plies 208.55
1,226.K
Total Cole Trade School < 30,845.21
Smith Hughes School Fund
Teachers' Salaries
Continuation Classes. 524.67
Household Arts
Classes 204.63
Vocational Classes 2,478.1:3
Vocational Evening 40.00
3,247.83
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George Deen School Fund
Teachers' Salaries
Vocational Classes 11,909.89
Vocational Evening
Classes 515.83
Salesmanship Course 56.00
Household Arts . . 89.70
12,571.42
Expenses
Household Arts E'xpense 30.00
15,849.25
Total Schools 197,448.86
Jacob Edwards Memorial Library
Salaries and Wages
Librarian 1,999.92
Assistants 3,120.73
Janitor 1,299.96
Attendant 44.63
6,465.24
Books, Periodicals, etc.
Books
Periodicals
884.55
326.10
Binding—Books
Fuel and Light
Fuel
Light
1,210.65
145.12
210.00
269.29
479.29
Buildings
Repairs
Removal of Ashes
and Rubbish . . .
.
10.50
1.00
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Water Service 4.27
Janitor's Supplies 18.93
34.70
Other Expenses
Stationery, Printing,
Advertising, etc. . 175.33
Telephone 29.51
204.84
Total Libraries 8,539.81
Recreation & Unclassified
Damage to Persons & Property 184.33
Memorial Day Observance 300.00
Armistice Day Observance 150.00
Town Reports—Printing
Finance Committee
Report 187.20
Town Reports 637.00
g24.20
Pensions (non-contributory & Vet's Act)
Police 889.20
School Janitors . . 1,249.92
2,139.12
Insurance
Fire 3,705.71
Workman's Comp. &
Public Liability
. 1,735.43
1938 Work. Comp. &
P. L. Add'l 3,453.80
Public Liability —
Buildings 331.09
Boiler & Air Tank
Explosion Ins.
. . 1,720.10
10,946.13
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Town Clock—Keeper 50.00
Water & Ice Account 316.75
I^arks & Memorial Sites
Labor 202.25
Maintenance and
Care 97.30
299.55
World War Memorial Park
Administrative and
Supervision 0.00
Other Expenses
Labor 22.10
Equipment 182.91
Flagstone Walk . . 155.00
Landscaping and Gen-
eral Care 257.24
Lighting 11.70 .
Trees & Flowers . . 114.76
Water and Miscellan-
eous Items ..... 19.36
763.07
Tree Warden .80
Retirement Board 245.57
Sale of Marcy Street Land Account—Expense 265.^^
1938 Outstanding Bills
Selectmen 5.30
Town Hall 289.04
Dog Officer 114.00
Police Department 33.06
Fire Department . 8.47
Highway Department 856.92
Outside Relief .. ^ 237.01
Soldier^ Relief ... 35.00
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Street Lights 3,278.17
Schools 3,637.62
Library 105.70
Board of Health . 7.00
Town Dump 31.25
Water and Ice ... 4.25
Cemetery 1.25
World War Me-
morial Park . . 6.95
Sewer Department 4.50
Damage to Persons
& Property 16.00
Total Recreation & Unclassified 8,917.86
25,156.51
CEMETERIES
Cemetery
Salaries & Wages
Superintendent . . . 250.00
Labor 3,350.50
3,600.50
Other Expenses
Loam, Gravel & Fer-
tilizer 169.40
Trees and Flowers 40.00
Tools and Equip-
189.29
Team Hire 162.50
Gasoline and Oil . 20.65
All other materials
123.27
705.11
4,305.61
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Cemetery Improvement Account
Labor 374.00
Building new section
of lots 2,605.10
Stump removal . . . 271.00
Loam, gravel and fer-
tilizer 121.40
Landscaping 1,563.69
Trimming trees . . 49.50
Advertising and print-
ing 13.00
4,997.69
Total Cemeteries 9,303.30
NEW CONSTRUCTION—Special Appropriations
Koads—Bridges
Chap. 90 Maintenance—^See Highways
Chap. 90 Construction
Mechanic St. Paving
Supervision 217.50
Labor 1,019.05
Equipment & Truck
Hire 1,461.73
Materials & Sup-
plies 5,384.34
8,082.62
€hap. 2 ; Acts of 1939
Mechanic St. Paving
Supervision 117.50
Labor 540.54
Equipment & Truck
Hire 896.20
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Materials & Sup-
plies 3,821.56
5,375.80
13,458.42
North Woodstock Road
N. Y., N. H., H., R R Co 910.78
Materials & Supplies 1,324.39
Labor 511.75
Equipment & Truck Hire 562.40
3,300.32
Elm Street to Durfee St. Resurfacing
Labor 908.57
Materials and Supplies 622.90
Equipment & Truck Hire 368.50
1,899.97
MsLm St. Paving (From Everett St.—Easterly)
Supervision 240.00
Labor 1,445.20
Materials and Supplies 2,373.81
Equipment and Truck Hire 1,682.00
5,741.01
Drains and Storm Sewers
Nuisance Brook
CJonstruction Expense
Labor 4,361.45
Truck Hire 535.89
Equipment Rental, drilling
and blasting 272.63
Materials and Supplies 929.23
Pipe 3,179.02
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Damage to Property of Others 109.56
Miscellaneous 2.50
Breakneck Road Drain
Labor 572.25
Materials & Supplies 265.17
Drilling and Blasting etc. 57.25
Sayles and Ash Sts. Drain
Labor 242.31
Truck Hire 27.25
Equipment Rental 11.00
Materials & Supplies 202.58
West Street Drain
Labor 358.25
Truck Hire 55.13
Materials & Supplies 318.73
.
Pipe 166.55
Equipment Rental 2.75
Summer Street Drain
Labor 1,224.30
Truck Hire 52.50
Materials & Supplies 665.85
Equipment Rental 151.72
9,390.28
894.67
483.14
901.41
2,094.3T
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Chestnut St. Sewer Flood Prevention
Labor 491.85
Truck Hire 46.50
Equipment Rental 122.63
Materials & Supplies 124.00
Town Hall Drain
Labor 64.90
Materials & Supplies 65.50
Truck Hire 21.00
Oak Ridge Avenue Sewer
Labor 600.75
Truck Hire 87.00
Materials & Supplies 91.70
Drilling and Blasting 67.00
784.98
151.40
Sewers
Dupaul Street Sewer
Contract 383.62
I Old Sturbridge Road Sewer
Contract 765.00
Highland St. Sewer
Labor 179.95
Truck Hire 65.25
Materials and Supplies 108.35
Purchase of Extension 287.34
640.89
846.45
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Mechanic St. Bridge Sewer Main
Cofferdam 104.94
Excavating for new Siphon 645.00
Randolph St. Sewer
€isco St. Sewer
Labor
Truck Hire
Materials & Supplies
Moon St. Sewer
Labor
Materials & Supplies
Equipment Rental
Truck Hire
718.25
109.18
150.69
1,124.88
307.61
192.26
74.25
749.94
268.00
978.12
1,699.00
BUH.D1NGS
Town Hall Offices & Alterations
Vaults
Doors 170.00
Masonry 620.70
Alterations
Labor 20.50
Materials and Sup-
plies 239.90
Partitions 1,411.84
Electrical Work .. 341.08
Plumbing 173.32
Ceiling & Flooring 927.78
790.70
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Miscellaneous Re-
pairs 94.88
3,209.30
Emergency Flood & Hurricane Damage
Posters and Cards 22.65
Police 110.28
Fire Station 89.62
Sewers & Culverts
Materials & Sup-
plies 1,973.84
Labor 86.50
Truck Hire 37.00
2,097.34
Roads & Bridges
Materials & Sup-
plies 202.35
Labor 118.23
Truck Hire 259.25
579.83
Trees, Stumps, and Sidewalks
Materials & Sup-
plies 96.98
Labor 79.50
Truck Hire 63.50
239.98
Cemetery-
Materials & Sup-
plies 5.00
Labor 14.50
Truck Hire 47.50
4,000.00
67.00
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Forest Fire Prevention
Materials & Sup-
plies 7.10
West Street
West Street Wall . . 1,147.92
West Street Road
Materials & Sup-
plies 282.39
Labor 560.00
Truck Hire 204.75
1,047.14
West Street Sidewalk
Materials & Sup-
plies 246.28
Labor 369.80
Truck Hire 42.00
658.08
Main St. Paving (Foster to Hamilton Sts.)
Materials & Sup-
plies 640.99
Labor 235.30
Truck Hire 37.50
913.79
Contract
Cady Brook Wall
Labor 853.35
Equipment & Truck
Hire 329.63
Materials & Sup-
plies 455.51
1,638.49
Town Clock Repairs 30.00
Rivers & Streams
Equipment & Mach. Rental 233.75
18,884.31
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
LAND DAMAGES (Special Appropriation)
Quinebaug River Widening 3,421.70
Lebanon Hill Road 100.00
North Woodstock Road 3,820.00
7,341.70
Total Construction & Special Appropriation 75,657.00
P. W. A.
Public Works Administration
Northern District Elementary School
Preliminary Expense . . 12.75
Trench Excavation, etc. 984.00
Inspection Service 2,357.34
Designs, Plans & Surveys 3,812.75
Contract 96,735.95
Extras & Additions . . 793.02
Total P. W. A. 104,695.81
INTEREST ON MATURING DEBT
Interest
Temporary Loans
Anticipation of Re-
venue 499.79
Storm Damage Loan. 118.37
618.16
Maturing Debt Loans
School Bonds 5,040.00
T. B. Hospital Dis-
trict Loan 2,530.27
_
7,570.27
Certification of Storm Damage Loans 40.00
8,228.43
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Maturing Debt
Anticipation of Revenue
Loans 345,000.00
Storm Damage Loan 45,000.00
390,000.00
General Loans
School Bonds 20,500.00
T. B. Hospital Dis-
trict Loan 5,300.00
25,800.00
Cost of Bond Printing 26.20
415,826.20
Total of Interest on Maturing Debt 424,054.63
AGENCY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT
Agency
State Tax ......... 39,780.00
State Auditing Tax 563.53
State Parks and Re-
servation Tax . . . 721.69
State Veteran's Ex-
emption lax 32.41
41,100.63
County Tax 22,125.68
County T. B. Hospital
Maint'ce Tax 8,159.87
30,285.55
Dog License Fees Paid to County 1,607.00
72,993.18
Trust and Investment
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds 225.00
Total Agency, Trust and Investment 73,218.18
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
REFUNDS AND TRANSFERS
Refunds
Taxes 90.76
Motor Vehicle Excise
Taxes 994.86
Estimated Receipts . . 10.00
1,095.62
Transfers ' ^ ; 1
Retirement Board
Expense 849.00
Pension Accumulation
Fund 6,905.98
Interest Deficiency 114.69
7,869.67
Total Refunds & Transfers 8,965.27
TRUST FUND INCOME ACCOUNTS
Ella M. Cole (Needy School Children) 60.32
Mary M. Mynott (Library) 25.26
Total Trust Funds 85,58
Total Payments for 1939 1,295,142.91
Cash on Hand December 31, 1939
General Cash 136,387.74
P. W. A 5.49
136,393.2J
$1,431,536.14
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1939 EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Total Expenditures by Governmental Divisions
1938 1939
General Government 33,213.15 31,247.05
Protection of Persons & Property 89,303.78 94,212.73
Health and Sanitation 17,193.21 18,716.23
Highways 57,403.34 50,255.77
Charities, Soldiers' Benefits 139,929.24 153,346.24
Social Welfare (W. P. A.) 24,995.38 20,239.89
Schools and Libraries 200,146.71 205,998.70
Recreation and Unclassified 43,688.11 24,910.94
Cemeteries 4,843.00 9,303.30
New Construction—Special Ac-
counts 92,171.14 56,772.69
Emergency Flood and Hurricane 34,971.15 18,884.31
P. W. A. School 24,381.48 104,695.81
Interest on Maturing Debt 354,360.00 424,054.63
Agency, Trust and Investment . . 70,687.37 73,218.18
Refunds and Transfers 8,834.94 9,210.86
Trust Fund Income Accounts 183.35 85.58
1,196,305.35 1,295,142.91
177
OUTSTANDING BILLS—DECEMBER 31, 1939
Available Ajnt. to Amt. to
Amouut balance be raised be trans.
Police 93.03 93.03
Town Hall 53.84 2.05 51.79
EJngineering .72 .72
Infirmary- 140.19 140.19
Public Welfare 25.00
Soldiers' Relief 150.02 150.02
Library 1.20 1.20
Summer St. Drain 4.18 4.18
Moon St. Sewer 41.77 41.77
Oak Ridge Ave. 45.16 45.16
Main St. Paving 1,657.61 258.99 1,398.62
Chestnut St. Sewer
—
(Flood) 27.72 15.02 12.70
Board of Healtli 9.00 9.00
Damage of Persons Sc
Property 150.00 15.67 ia4.33
TOTALS 2,374.44 384.76 2,014.68
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Annual Report
of the
RETIREMENT BOARD
(Municipal Contributory Retirement Fund)
KECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES
and
BALANCE SHEET
For the year ended
DECEMBER 31, 1939
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Annual Statement—1939
RECEIPTS
Contributions from Members
Group One 3,639.20
Group Two 1,122.73
Town Appropriations
Pension Accumulation
Fund
Accrued Liability . . 4,573.99
Normal Liability .. 2,331.99
Expense Fund
Salaries 574.00
Other Expenses . . . 275.00
4,761.93
6,905.98
849.00
Interest Deficiency . 114.69 114.69
Expense Fund Deficit 245.57 245.57
Other Income *
.
Interest Income 134.12 134.12
Cash on Hand January
1, 1939 511.27 511.27
Withdrawals from
Savings Accounts over
Deposits made in 1939 . 3,841.17 3,841.17
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Annual Statement—1939
PAYMENTS
Securities Purchased 12,350.00 12,350.00
Contribution Refunded 47.62 47.62
Interest on Contributions
Refunded 1.19 1.19
Pensions
Group One 1,916.11
Croup Two 2,071.45
3,987.56
Administration Expense
Salaries
Clerk 576.00 576.00
All Other
Printing & Station-
ery 12.30
Postage, Telephone &
Express 37.60
Travel 28.05
Bonds 150.00
Ceneral Office Expense 38.03
265.98
Cash on Hand & In Checking Account
December 31, 1939 135.38 135.38
17,363.73
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RETIREMENT BOARD
BALANCE SHEET
DECEMBER 31, 1939
ASSETS
Deposits not on Interest
(Bank 108.62
Deposits on Interest
(Bank) 108.62
Cash on Hand 26.76
Total Cash 667.71
Investments 17,600 17,600.00
Interest Accrued 392.59 392.59
18,660.3D
LIABILITIES
Annuity Savings Fund
Group One 7,760.59
Group Two 2,427.82
10,188.41
Annuity Reserve Fund
Group One 411.60
Group Two 67.87
479.47
Pension Accumulation Fund
Group One 7,723.31
Group Two 260.09
7,983.40
Expense Fund
All Other 9.02 9.02
18,660.30
TRUST & INVESTMENT ACCOUNTS
Cash & Securities $18,267.71.
$18,267.71
Annuity Savings Fund $10,188.41
Pension Accumulation Fund 7,983.40
Annuity Reserve Fund 479.47
Expense Fund 9.02
18,660.30'
191
Less Deficiencies:
Investment Income 392.59
$18,267,71
JOSEPH LAFLECHE, Chairman
JOHN G. CLARKE
JOS. E. DESROSIER, Secretary
Retirement Board
Municipal Contributory System
Report of
SEWER COMMISSIONERS
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge
This board is pleased to submit its report for the
year of 1939.
The board has issued 85 permits for house con-
nections.
The following are extensions of sanitary sewer com-
pleted in 1939.
Fiske St. 120 Feet
Sturbridge St. (Old) 602 Feet
Highland St. 194 Feet
Oakridge Ave. 144 Feet
Moon St. 496 Feet
Dupaul St. 185 Feet
Elm St.
.
1,521 Feet
Cisco St. 160 Feet
The board, at this time wishes to thank the various
Town officials and many citizens who have assisted us
during the year.
Respectfully,
GEORGE N. LAFLECHE
Chairman
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